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Young Wild West Shooting -For His Life
OR, ARIETTA'$ ABLE ASSISTANCE
By AN OLD SCOU T

.
dilapidated cabin that stood hidden

CHAPTER !.-The Plotters Are Interrupted.

Inside a
among the pines on the mountainside in the wildest part of southwestern Colorado, five Toughlooking men were gathered orfl evening a few
years ago, .when law and order were not known
to a great extent in that region of ·the Wild
West. The wind was blowing "'furiously, and
through the apertures in the roof, water was
dripping, for it had been raining ever since the
middle of the afternoon. ~he loosened boards
that formed the slanting roof of the cabin shook
and cracked at each puff of the blast. The five
men were sitting about a rickety table which was
near the center of the one room the wretched
building contained. At one end there was a window, but the panes of glass had long since disappeared, and in their places were bunches of rags
and paper, which no doubt had been placed there
by the o<;cupants t o shut out as much of the .rain
as they could.
Beyond the table and 'two or three stools and
some boxes and a couple of barrels, the room
contained nothing, which told plainly that if it
Jiad ever been occupied as a permanent living
Pplace, it must have been some time before the
opening ·o f our story. The fact was that the five
_ rascally-looking villains had gathered there for
.the purpose of holding a ' meeting. It was a peculiar sort of meeting, too, :when we state that it
was for the sole purpose of plotting against the
lives of three persons, wh6, by their courage and
daring, had been greatly beneficial in establishing
scmething like law and order in various parts of
t he West. ' These men who had gathered there
on this stormy night were villains of the worst
kind. They feared the three they were anxious
to dispose of, and it was for that reason alone
that they wanted-them to be put out of existence.
The leader of the five was a tall, raw-boned man
of forty-five. His face was clean-shaved, and his
hair was cropped close to his head. More than
one scar showed on his :t:ather repulsive visage,
too, and a close observer, would have easily put
him dow nas being a dangerous character, indeed.
This man was known as Eye Tooth Jackson, and
Jae prided himself on being a terror. The crimes
he was responsible for would have made a long

list, no doubt, but it seemed that he had always
managed to escape the sheriff and his men, as
.well as the different vigilance committees he had
·
come in contact with.
"Now then, boy1!," said Eye Tooth Jackson,
as he arose from the stool he had been sitting
upon, "let's git down ter business. I've called
this meetin' in ther regular way, 'cause I know
how ter do that kind of business. This ain't
thei; first time I've presided at a meetin', yer
know. You all know what we've come here for
.
I'll--"
Just then a heavy gust of wind forced a bunch
of rags from the sash at the end of the room and
it was hurled upon the table, while a da~h of
rain came in upon the occupants. The chairman
of the meeting uttered. an oath, and then one of
the me;n auickly picked up the bunch of rags and
ran and placed it in the sash again.•
"A nasty night, boys," Eye Tooth Jackon
went on, as he looked up at the roof and stepped _away from a big stream of water that was
trl"ckling down. "But I reckon it's jest ther kind
of night for us ther lay our plans. Now then,
as I said afore, we'll git down ter business."
"Go ahead, Eye Tooth," one of them called out,
as he struck a match .and lighted his pipe with
no little difficulty, since the gusts of wind ham·
pered him.
"Well, ther first thing in order is ter call ther
roll. I'll do that myself. I'll be chairman an'
secretary too. Of course, I'm ther treasurer.
That goes without sayin'."
"How much is there in ther treasury?" an·
,
other man asked, with a grin.
"Not much jest now," was the reply. "We
ain't had much luck lateiy. But I reckon we'll
pull through all right'. But let's git down ter
busi1:ess. Now, then, jest answer to your names.
Mulligan!"
"Here," came the retort from a stocky man,
.
who was evidently of I rish descent.
"Screecher Bill!"
"Present," and a thin, under-sized man gave
a nod as he spoke.
"Dainty Joe!"
"Right here," a:r:id a medium-sized young man
who might have been good-looking if he had
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"Well, ain't I said about all there is ter say?"
tiacen the pains to remove some of the dirt from
came the retort.
his face and hands nodded his head ..
"No. Yer ain't said nothin' more than what
"Rooks!"
"I'm here, Eye Tooth," came the reply from yer did afore we climbed up ther mountains here
the fifth man in the party.
ter hord ther meetin'."
"Eye Tooth Jackson!" said the leader, with a
"That's right, Eye Tooth," Screecher Bill put
:nod. "That's me, an' I: reckon I'm here all right. in. "You called ther ·meetin' up here ter settle
'l'herel" and he marked somethin~ on a dirty on a way ter put Young Wild West out of his
alip of paper and sat down. ·
1
,
misery."
"Now then, boys," Eye Tooth Jackson resumed,
"Yes, that's so. I've been thinkin' mighty
as he proceeaed to fill his pipe with some tobacco hard, but I can't come to jest ther way it oughter
which he borrowed from Mulligan, "Young Wild be done. But it's got ter be done, jest ther
West an' his pards is down at Big Stockin'. same."
·
They've come here for ther purpose of puttin'
"Yes, it's got ter be done, but how?" Dainty
We all know that, .even Joe questioned.
·UB out of business.
though we ain't been told. There's bee~ ~ w~ole
"Well, ther question is afore ther meetin'.
·lot said about ther way we've been runnm thmgs Let's hear what you have got ter say. You have
at Big Stockin', an I s'pose some one has sent got ther floor, Joe."
word 1er Young Wild West. That boy has ther
"It ain't much of a floor I've got, either," was
reputation of always mixin' in with other the grinning retort, as the man looked down at
people's business. What else would he come here the half rotten boards.
for? Do you s'pose ,that he ain't heard about
But he arose to his feet, and clearing hia
ther way we've been doin' things at ther min- throat, began:
in' camp? Sartinly he has. He's come here ter ·
"I s'pose you want me ter make somethin' in
clean us out, so that's why I called this meetin'.
ther way of a suggestion. Well, s'pose we sneak
I know you fellers will stick ter me through thick . up
to Young "\Xild West's tent a little after midan' thin, an' that's why I want ter git ready ter
an' use our knives on ther three we want
rught
than
more
pards
his
an'
West
Wild
meet .Young
git?"
ter
Deadshot,
half way. That boy is ther Champion
"That's all right. Is that all?"
an' he's got more nerve than any ten men, so
"No, it ain't exactly all. We might not be
they say. But that don't say that he can't be
caught nappin'. We've got ter git him an' his able ter do it."
"There it 'goesl" e~claimed Mulligan, rising to
~o pards dead ter rights, an' put 'em out of
business. M-y brother was shot about three his feet. "What's ther use of makin' a suggesmonths ago in a fight with Young Wild West, tion if there ain't no way ter do it?"
an' that makes me feel more sore than ever ag'iIJ,
"Set down, Mulligan," cried the chairman,
him. I won't feel satisfied until I see ther boy half angrily. "Dainty Joe has got ther floor."
dead. Of course his pards has got ter go ther
"All right, then. Let him go ahea'1," and
same way, 'cause if they didn't, most likely they Mulligan sat down.
would continue ther hunt till they got us. Now
"What I was goin' ter say," went on the man
then, they're camped right close to ther shanties who had the floor, "is . that it ain't likely they'll
'em
for
in Big Stockin', 'cause there wasn't room
all go to sleep at one time. There's two Chinaat ther hotel. We know that much. We know men with 'em, . too, yer know. If Young Wild
jest where they are, an' how easy it would be ter West an' his pards took a notion ter all go ter
sneak on 'em to-night while they're asleep, an' sleep at once, most likely one of ther Chinaput 'em out of business. There's only one thing men would be on guard..
They ain't fools
what makes it a little difficult, boys, an' that is enough not ter keep a watch, even if they are in.that they've got three gals with 'em. One of ther middle of a minin' camp. They know putty
ther gals is a marrie.d woman. She's Cheyenne well that there's a whole lot what's after 'em,
Charlie's wife. Yer all know him, boys."
an' would like ter take their scalps."
"You bet we do!" exclaimed Dainty Joe. "I've
·"We ain't Injuns, Joe," spoke up Screecher
seen ther whole lot of 'em more than once. The:rp Bill, in disgust. "We ain't goin' ter take no
ther
especially
too,
lookers,
good
mighty
is
gals
scalps."
one they call Arietta, which is Young Wild West's
"Shet up," roared Eye Tooth Jackson. "Didn't
sweetheart. But say, Eye Tooth, that gal knows I tell yer that Dainty Joe has got ther floor?"
bow ter handle a gun, too, and she ain't afraid
"Well, let him go on, then. I won't say no
ter do it."
"Oh, they all know how te1· shoot good enough. more." was sayin'," resumed Dainty Joe, look"As I
-B ut that ain't what we want 'em ter do. We don't
him · in a
want ter give 'em a chance ter shoot. Of course, ing at the man who had interrupted
ate more than sartin that some
we don't want ter kill. the-r gals. But Young scornful way, "itther
watch to-night. That will
Wild West an' his pards has got ter die afore one will be on
make it putty hard ter carry out our plans.. I'm
daylight to-morrow."
Having said t his much, Eye Tooth Jackson goin' ter make another suggestion, which is that
watch, r
leaned bll.ck a little on his stool and puffed away we sneak up an' find who it is onbether
done, ther
at his pipe complacently. He i:emained silent _so an' then silence him. If that kin
long that the man ealled Mulligan touched him·. rest will be easy."
"By thunder!" exclaimed Eye Tooth Jackson.
on the arm, and said :
"I never thought of th.at. That's a mighty ~
"Gon on, Eye Tooth. Let's hear what you have
sugiestion, Joe. You kin set dow,.. "
pt ter say•·
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The man who had made the suggestion looked
at his companions with an air of pride, and
_ en resumed his seat on a rickety box. There
· was a short silence, then, which was finally
broken by the fellow called Rooks. ,
"I took putty good note of Young Wild West's
camp jest , afore it got dark," he observed.
"There's two tents-a good-sized one, an' one
that's a little smaller. Ther smaller of ther two
is u sed by t her g als. It' s ther big tent we've
got ter go to."
"That's right," and Eye Tooth nodded approvingly. "How did yer find that out, Rooks?"
"Well, ·one of ther heathens told me."
"He told yer, eh? How did he come ter do
that?"
"Vvell, I asked him where he slept nights, an'
he said he slept in ther biggest of ther two tents,
along with Young Wild West an' his pards."
"So that's ther way you found it out, eh?"
"Yes, that's ther way, Blye Tooth." .
"\Vell, it sorter seems t er n1P. that if ther
Chinee has told Young Wild West about you
skin' sich a thing, they'll have their suspicions
about yer. I noticed that they was eyein' us
puLty sharp, anyhow, this afternoon. Somebody
has told 'em that we was ther worst gang in ther
camp, I s'pose, so most likely they'll keep ?- putty
good watch to-night. But that ain't goin' ter
stop us, boys. We've got ter clean out Young
Wild West an' his pards afore daylight. Now
then, let some one else have a say."
Rooks sat down, apparently satisfied. Then
Schreecher Bill arose.
·
"In my way of thinkin'," he remarked, after
clearing his throat, "ther best thing ter do would
be for us all ter sneak up as close to ther tent
as we kin git. It there's any one on ther watch,
one of us might git a chance ter put a knife in
him. If we can't do that we sartinly kin shoot
him, an' then when ther others come rushin' out
of ther tent we kin let lead fly an' drop 'em. It's
mighty dark, an' -ther rain is comin' down like
anything, so we could easy git away after we
done it. That's ther best way ter do it, I think."
"That's a good idea, too," admitted the chairman of the meeting. . "There's nothin' like hearin' what all hands has got ter say. I s'pose we've
got ter be prepared ter do it in more ways than
one, 'cause things won't always go ther way we
want 'em ter. What do you think about it, Mulligan?" ,
"Well, I don't know what ter say," was the reply, as the man arose and shook his head doubtingly. "What has been said seems all right ter
me. But if I was goin' ter have my way about it,
-I'd say for all ter sneak up as close as we kin to
tiler tent the:9"re in, an' then act accordingly.
We don't know jeSf what they'll do, so what's
ther use of sayin' what we'r e goin' t er do?"
"That seems ter be ther be11t yet," the leader
eclared. '' T ha t 's what we'll do. We'll go back
to ther camp an' wait till a Tittle after twelve
o'clock. By that time most likely all but ther
one what's on ther watch will be asleep. ,Then
we'll go ahead an' finish up our business. I
don't see as there's any use in stayin' here in this
»}ace, 'cause I'm gittin' wet to ther skin. No
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matter which way I move, the1·e's bound ter be
some water drippin' down on me. We might jest
as well have fixed this business up in ther backroom of Snapper Sam's whisky-mill."
"Well, I thought it was a little foolish ter
climb up here jest for holdin' a meetin'," ventured Mulligan, shaking his head.
"Oh, it wasn't so far," Rooks answered, rather
tartly. "It didn't take us more than five minutes ter git here an' it won't take us that long
ter git back, 'cause it's all down hill."
"Well, let's go now, tjlen," suggested Screecher
Bill.
He ' moved toward the rickety door, which had
several times almost blown open from the force
of the wind. But before he could reach it, the
door opened with· a crash, and a human form fell
sprawling into the room.
"Great catamountsl" cried Eye Tooth Jackson, as he leapid back and almost overturned a
lantern that rested upon the table to furnish the
light for them. "What's this, boys?"
"Hip hit" came from the person who had entered so unceremoniously. "Whattee mattee?
Me allee samee goodee Chinee."
"It's one of Young Wild West's Chinamen, Eye
Tooth!" exclaimed Screecher Bill, as he leaped
forward and grabbed the man, who was in the
act of rising from the floor.
He brought him to his feet with a jerk, and,
sure enough, it was a typical Chinaman, who
was drenched to the skin, that stood before them.
"One of Young Wild West's Chinamen, eh?"
cried Eye Tooth Jackson, his eyes opening wide
with amazement. "Thunder! What's he doin'
here?"
"Follered us here, most likely," Rooks ventured.
"My horse allee samee lun away, and me tly
lookee for him," the Chinaman explained, acting
as though he was very much frightened indeed.
Me findee allee light, and len me see um light
here, and me comee to lookee. Me velly goodee
Chinee."
"You lie, heathen l" thundered Eye TootA
Jackson. "You come here ter spy on us, an' you
have got ter die. Git down on your knees an'
say your pra yers, for your last minute on earth
has arrived."
"Hip hi! Misler Wild, Misler Wild!" shouted
the Chinaman loudly, and then he made a bolt
for the door.
But t he man holding him had a good grip, and
it was a failure on the part of the Chinaman.
"Shall I shoot him, Eye Tooth!" Sci-eecher
Bill a sked, as he leveled a revolver at the Chinaman·'s brea st.
"Yes, go ahead an' do it," came the quick reply.
But before the villain could pull the trigger a
lithe form bounded into the cabin and sent him
sprawling by a well-delivered blow.
"Hold up your h ands, you sneaking coyotes!"
came the sharp command, and then the -plotters
found themselves in the presence of no less a personage than Young Wild West, the dashing boy
hero, who was commonly known as ':lie Champion
Deadshot of the West I
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CHAPTER IL-The Bad Men Show Their Defiance.
Young- Wild West had arr:ved at the little mining camu called Big Stocking shortly before the
rain began falling the day on which our story
opens. With the dashing young deadshot were .
his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the scout,
and Jim - Dart, a Westem boy about the same
age as our hero; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne
Charlie; Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim
Dar t , and Arietta Murdock, our here's goldenhaired sweetheart.
Two Chinamen who were brothers named Hop
Wah and Wing Wah were with the party in the
capacity of han dy man and cook. Our hero and
his A'riends found it necessary to have servants
with them on their long trips throughout the
wildest parts of the West in search of fun, fortune and adventure, and Hop and ..Wing certainly filled the bill. As was generally the case,
Young Wild West struck the mining camp more
by accident than design. It was seldom he had.
any particular destination in view, and he always managed to find excitement no matter where
he went, for at the time of which we write
renegade Indians and bad white men were well
scattered throughout the West, more especially
at the mining camps, which were springing up
here and there like mushrooms.
Being a very close observer and a student of
human nature, it had not taken the young deadshot long to pick out the rp.en he thought might
be called dangerous at the camp. He had watched the movemen ts of Eye Tooth Jackson and
his gang, and after one of the quintet of villains
had questioned Hop as to where they were going
to stop during the night, it was easy for the
boy to guess that there-was probably a plot on
foot to rob tl\em. Hop told him about it, of
course, and hence it was that when the five men
left the mining camp to ascend to the lone cabin
on the mountains-ide in the heavy rain, our hero
decided to follow them.
He intended to take with him Cheyenne Charlie
only, but the clever Chinee, as he was very often
called, insisted so strongly upon accompanying
them, that he gave his consent. 1'he reader might
think it strange that our young hero should take
a notion to follow a small band of men just because he had an idea they meant to try and rob
him and his companions. He might easily keep
·a watch on them and prevent such a thing from
being done. But when it is taken into consideration that Young Wild West and his partners
were continually looking for an opportunity to
break up a band of outlaws and help preserve
law and order wherever they went, it will be
bdter understood. It was just our hero's hobby
to get after a gang of villains, and he was well
satisfied that the five men were such.
Neither he nor the scout minded the rain in
th~ least, and as for Hop, it made little or no
difference to him. The three reached the dilapidated cabin less than two minutes after the band
ot five assembled within it. They listened at the
door and heard all that was said. Though not
greatly surntised, Young Wild West wondered
hC>W it was that Eye Tooth Jackson and his companions should take such a strong dislike to him.

He heard the leader say that his brother had been
slain in a raid that had been made somewhere
and that he and his friends· were responsible fo;
it. But Wild did not remember of ever having·
seen either of the five before, though he knew it
was possible that Eye Tooth Jackson had spoken
the truth.
More than one villain had bitten the dust when
he put up a figh t and endangered the Jives of
our friends while they were hunting them down.
It was quite likely then that the villain's brother
might have met his fate in that way. When Hop
\Vah pulled the door open he did not do so intentionally. Our hero had whispered to the scout
to do it, so they might surprise the villains and
capture them, and in a spirit of mischief, Charlie
had pushed the Chinaman over against the door.
But this answered the purpose all right, for both
our hero and the scout were standing there in
the darkness ready to shoot the first man who
attempted to kill the Chinaman.
When he found that one of them really meant
to put an end to Hop, our hero sprang in with
amazing quickness, and sent him to the floor with
a stiff blow, as has been recorded. The command.
for them to hold up their hands amazed the villains to a great extent. But they were unable
to act, it seemed, for they stood there gaping
at the dashing young deadshot as though they
hardly realized what had happened.
"U u with your hands!" the boy cried, in a ringinig tone of voice. "Do as I say, or lead will
begin to fly."
This was quite enough. Up went the hands of
the five men. But Eye Tooth Jackson was stand- ·
ing very close to the lantern, and suddenly ·he
brought his right hand down quickly and sent it
to the floor, smashing it and extinguishing the
light. Then as quick as a flash he lowered his
head and · darted for the doorway, almost upsetting Cheyenne Charlie, who was standing
there. He got out all right, and fled for his life
down the steep hill in the darkness and rain.
This seemed to be the signal for the rest to make
at! effort to escape, and one of them being nearer
the window at the time, quickly pulled the broken
sash from it and leaped through ip. a hurry. He
· called out for his companions to follow, and two
of them succeeded in doing so.
The two who remained in the shanty were
Dainty Joe and Rooks, and thinking they had to
fight for their lives, they began shooting in the
darkness. This caused our friend s to shift their
position a little, and knowing exactly where the
door was, the two villains managed to make their
escape before they could be seen. No one had
been hit, however, and when no sounds could be
heard but the soughing of the wind and the
dripping water that came through the leaky roof
of the cabin, Young Wild West knew he had
been baffled.
·
"Strike a match, Hop," he said, as he stood
ready to shoot il\ case any of the villains were
still in the cabin.
As the flickering light illuminated the interior
of the d!lapidated structure sufficiently for him
to see, Young Wild West quickly discovered that
they were alone in the .shanty.
"Well, Charlie " he said, shrug~ing his shoulders, "they got the best of us all right. I wasn't
e:i<.pecting such a move as that. It was the leadar
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who smashed the lantern. Well, it's all right.
Quite likely they'll go back to the camp below.
Come on. There is no use in lingering here. We
know what they are up to now, so we'll just let
em go ahead and play their game. If we don't
get the best of them, we ought tr, give up business and settle down quietly on some ranch."
"If we don't get the best of 'em, Wild!" the
scout exclaimed. "Why, I reckon we kin do that
in a jiffy. All's we've got ter do is 1er git down
there an' find where they are, an' then if they
put up a fight, drop 'em. That's ther way ter
do business."
"Yes, that's true enough, Charlie. But we
won't do that. This man who calls himself Eye
Tooth Jackson is a pretty shrewd villain and he's
got four men with him who will do about anything he tells them. I reckon we'll let them go
ahead and see ,how far th ey will go. If they
attempt to attack us to-night, we'll shoot them,
that's all. But I hardly think they will do that.
They will bide their time now, and wait for a
good opportunity, which they will never get."
"You kin bet your life they won't, Wild."
"Ley allee samee velly bad Melican men, so be,"
op declared, shaking his head as he dropped
e match, which had burned out by this timt.
"Oh, we'll make good Melican men of 'em!" the
scout exclaimed, with a lau,g h. "Come on."
The three, who had rubber coats to protect
them from the 1·ain, quickly left the cabin and
felt their way cautiously down the descent. In
a few minutes thi:'y came to the mining camp
without seeing a sign of ·the villains who had
made their escape in the dar kness. The spot
where our friends had pitched their camp was
within a ~ouple of hundred feet of the shanty
saloon that furnished refreshments and recreation for the miners. Straight for this our hero
made his way, and when he reached the door,
which was open, he paused long enough to look
inside.
When he saw the five men standing at the door
he made up.his mind that they were a nervy lot.
He had expected that they would go somewhere
else to talk it over, but instead of doing this, they ·
had gone direct to the saloon. But nothing
daunted, the young deadshot coolly stepped in-

1\de.

.

"A nasty night, Young Wild West," Snapper
Sam, the keeper of the place said, as he gave a
nod. "We didn't th\nk you would show up ag'in
to-night. But you have got your rubber coats
011, I see."
.
"Yes, we have just been up the side of the
mountain a little way," was the reply, while the
young deadshot kept his eyes upon the five men
at the bar. "We had quite a little excitement up
there, too."
"Is that so? What was up?"
"Well, ask Eye Tooth Jackson. Maybe he
mi,ght tell you all about it, if he cares to."
"Me!" cried the leader of the rascally gang,
affecting great surprise. "What do I know about
what you've been doin', Young Wild West?"
"See here," said the boy, as he stepped up to
him and laid his hand upon the man's breast,
"don't you go to acting strange about this thing
now. You just admit right before everyone here
t}lat you and the four scoundrels with you were
ID a shanty a little wayr.; above here a few
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minutes ago plotting to kill me and my companions. Now go ahead and te11 all about it. If
y<!'{f don't you will get a chunk of lead through
your heart. You hear what I say!"
As the boy spoke he suddenly whipped a revolver from under his rubber coat and pressed
it against the man's breast. The bluff was
completely taken out of Eye Tooth. His face
turned as white as a sheet, and in a trembling
voice, he exclaimed:
•
"Don't shoot, Young Wild West! What you
say is Tight. But since yQu have found out about
it. we'll call it off. We ain't so bad as you think
VH! are."
"Ah! I knew you would admit it. But never
mind telling me how good you are, cir how bad
you are. I reckon you will wish you had never
held the little meeting to-night before you get
through with us. But yc;u have got a chance,
however. If you pack up yo ur duds and leave Big
Stocking as soon a s it's daylight in the morning,
you might g·et away with your lives. But if you
stay here any longer than that, I wouldn't prom"ise that you will live very long."
The boy stepped back, but still held the revolver in his hand.
'Boys," said Eye Tooth, as he turned to the
crowd of probably twenty miners who were in
the place at the time, "what do you think of
that? Here's a boy, an' a newcomer, too, tellin'
me that I've got ter leave ther camp. Do you
think there's anything right about that?"
·
There was no reply to this, and plucking up
courage, the leader of the villains, took a step
toward the tables where the .m en were sitting,
and added:
"How about it? Speak up, somebody! Is it
right for a newcomer ter tell anyone h·erc what
t hey're got ter do?"
"I ain't got nothin' ter say, Eye T-ooth " a tall
miner answered, as if he were the sp~kesman
for the party. "I never seen Young Wild West
afore, but I've heard enough about him tcr thmk
that he's all right. If he's told you you had
better quit Big Stockin' at daylight to-morrer
Il'lOrnin', that's his business. I ain't got nothin'
ter say about it, nor I reckon no one else here
has. It's for you an' him' ter settle it. You
have got four pards what always sticks to yer as
far as I know, an' Young Wild West has dnly
got two pards. That makes five ag'in three.
It you're lookin' for us ter help yer out, I reckon
you'll git fooled."
"Huh!" exclaimed Eye Tooth Jackson, a ring
of sarcasm in his voice. "A fine lot of galoots
you fellers are. Here I've been among yer for
the past two or three months. I've been a pard
to yer, too, I might as well say, an' yet you're
sticldn' up for a boy jest 'cause he's got ther
name of bein' ther champion deadshot, an' is as
fresh as any ten men could be. Well, it's all
rlght, you say there's five ag'in three. That's
right enough. You'll see how it'll turn out. I
don't want no trouble with nobody, an' I know
my pards don't etther. But if Young Wild We•
tries ter make us leave ther camp to-morrow
mornin', he'll never do it. I'll stop here if I
die for it."
"I can't help that, Eye 'I'ooth," the miner rli!torted, shruggmg his shoulders. "As I jest sBid
it ain't none of my business."
'
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"My friend," said Young Wild West, in the laughed lightly. "But I wili have to decline y,1>ur
cool and easy way that had made him famous, · i.rvitation. In the first place, I never drink anyas he stepped over and laid his hand upon Eye thing strong, anyhow, and . in the second place, I
'£ooth's shoulde'r , "I don't remember of having wouldn't drink with you under any consideration."
told yqu that you must leave Big Stocking to- ,,,., "Well, you don't have ter if you do11't want ter." - '
morrow morning at daylight. What I said was
"Thank you. Let it go ,at that. I want everythat it might be a good idea if you and your one here to understand plainly that I am not gocompanions did leave at that time. Of course in,g to interfere with you fellows one bit, unless .
you don't have to leave."
, you interfere with us first. Now then, I hope
"We don't intend ter leave, either," spoke up I am understood."
Mulligan, angrily.
As the boy stepped back, the miner who had
"You shut up," Cheyenne Charlie commanded, spoken to Eye Tooth before, quickly arose to his
sharply, as he turned toward the speaker and feet, and taking off his hat, he waved it over his
showed him the muzzle of a revolver. "When head and shou,ted:
anyone wants you to speak, they'll tell yer to."
"Three cheers for Young Wild Wes_; boys!"
"Well, I reckon I've got as . much right ter
Almost to a man the miners in the room sprang
open my mouth as you have," came the defiant tJ their feet and gave a hearty cheer.• This was
retort.
.
not very pleasant to Eye Tooth and his four
"Not when I tell yer ter keep it slrnt. You companions. They scowled fiercely and talked
see tr.is," and the scout pushed his gun toward in low tones, but 'd id not openly resent the cheerthe man. "Well, there are forty-fours in that.. ing. The villains had their drinks, and then went
cylinder, an' there's six of 'em ther~ too. One · and sat at a table and soon engaged in a game
of 'em will be enough for you. Now you open of cards.
your mouth ag'in, an' rll let go at yer. I'm jest
"Well, Charlie," said our hero, turning ·to the
in ther humor ter shoot a few galoots like you." scout, "I reckon we'll go over to our camp. Come
·T bat settled it as far as Mulligan was con- on, Hop; you come, too."
cerned. He crouched closer to th€ bar and reAs the three were leaving the shanty saloon ·'
mained perfectly silent. By this time Eye Tooth the tall miner arose and followed them.
seemed to have i:ecovered his composure· entirely.
"Excuse me, Young-Wild West," he said. "My
He turned and walked over to his companions, at name is Joe Holly, an' I pride myself on bein' a
the same time nodding to the man behind the bar, white man through a.n' through. If you don't
and said:
mind, I'll walk over to your camp with yer. I
"Put out ther drinks, Snapper! I reckon we like ·ypu folks a whole lot."
ain't afraid of nothin'. If we took a notion ter
"Come right along, Mr. Holly," the boy ango up in ther old cabin an' have a little talk, it's swered, with a smile.
nobody's business but our own. They always say
"Joe, please," was the quick retort. "Everylisteners hear no good of themselves, an' in this body calls me Joe, an' that's good enough."
case it was true. What right did Young Wild
"All right, Joe. Gome along. We'll be glad
\Vest have ter come up there an' spy on us?"
to have you to talk with until the evening has
"I don't know nothin' about it," Snapper Sam passed."
·..I
answered, showing that he did not want to take
As the miner followed our friends from the
part in the controversy.
place, Eye Topth Jackson half arose to his feet,
"Well, I know somethin' about it."
flashing a glance around the room, he ex"I -reckon you'll know more about it afore you and
git through with this gam~, too," Cheyenne Char- claimed:
"Boys, I want yer to all understand that I'm
lie spoke up, sharply.
·
runnin' things here in Big Stockin' yet, an' that
"Maybe you will, too."
goin' ter be a big slaughter. he:re afore
"Yes, I s'pose I will. I'm willin' ter learn all there's
to-morrow noon. Y el' kin all put that down as
I kin. But if Wild will only say ther word, I comin'
straight from me. Now then, if anyone ..,_
reckon there won't be no chance for you an'
your igang ter git away from this here minin' don't agree with me; jest let 'em speak out." .
That the bad man was f~ared by the miners
camp to-morrow mornin'."
. at the camp was quite evident,
for no one spoke
"Well, he ain't goin' ter say ther word. Young " a word.
Wild West don't believe in shootin' anyone down
jest for the1· fun of it. I know that well enough.
He shot my brother, but I reckon it was in a
fair figh.V.'
CHAPTER III.-The Dummy.
"I:t I shot your brother, it certainly was because I was compelled to. But 1 know nothing
Young Wild West and his companions were
about it. I never saw you before, so of course not long in reaching the two -tents that had been
don't know whether you ever had a brother- or er ected close to one of the shanties of the mining
not," Wild spoke ·up.
camp. Joe Holly seemed delig hted .when he got
"•iV<ill, if you don't know nothin' about it, I there, and a s soon as he had been introduced ~o
do. .But come on. This is goin' ter be a game Jim Dart and the girls, he gave a nod and sa id: 1
of fight it out between you folks an' us. That
"Now I'll t_ell yer what I wanted te1: come here
dcn't 'mean that we've got ter start in right ·with yer for, Young Wild West."
-,
now. Step up an' have
little liquor, Young
"Proceed, Joe," the young deadshot answered,
Wild West. I'm a dead game sport, an' I always with a smile.
believ~ in treatih' my enemies putty good afore.
"Well, it's jest this. There ain't no use of
I cleans 'em up."
·
you folks stayin' here while it's rainin' like this.
'.'Very kind of yo~, , I must say,'.' and the boy There's water drippin' through ther canv~e.re _
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"I reckon it will," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up,
an' there, an' it's awful damp. Now then, I've
got a good-sized shanty, an' ther gals is wel- with a grin. "Let's git right at ther business
come ter it. It's only a few steps from here, afore they git sneakin' around an' find out what
too. There's two rooms to my shanty, an' I we're up ter."
recken we could fix it up so all of us kin stay
The miner lighted an extra lantern, and then
there. It will be pretty close work, but that will they went outside J:>ehind his shanty, where a·
be a whole lot better than stayin' out here in good-sized bear was hanging. It weighed probther wet. I want yer to all come to my shanty ably a h4ndred and fifty pounds, and the moright away."
ment he saw it, our hero gave a nod.
"I will change the programme a little, boys,"
''Well that's a pretty fair proposition, Joe,"
our hero said, as he looked at his companions. he said, nodding to his partners. "I'll fix up
"When you just made it a thought struck me, that bear to represent me. I reckon we can set
which might turn out all right. I have a notion the carcass up right at the flap of the tent. That
that Eye Tooth and his gang are nervy fellows, ought to work all right. I'll just give it out
and that they may try to fix us to-night. Per- . in the saloon that I am going to keep awake
haps we can fool them and let them think they've all night, and that I dare anyone to come sneakdone it. All right. I reckon we'll accept your ing up. We won't bother with any more dummies. We would have to use our blankets if
offer. How far away_is your shanty?"
we did, and if the scoundrels should sneak in .
"The third one to ther left."
"All right, we'll go over there right away, then. there and use their. knives, it would only make
Everyone gather up what there is of value here holes in them. The bear will do finely, Joe."
"Well, there it is. Help yourself.".
and come on."
Cheyenne Charlie quickly pulled his knife and
It was pretty short notice, but our hero's
friends had a way of doing just what he said cut the bear down. Then with the . assistance
o,· suggested in a hurry, so they were not. long of the miner, they statted to carry it back to the
gathering up what they cared to take with tents. When they got there a lantern was lightthem. Then they all left the tents and hurried ed, and in a few minutes the carcass had been
through the rain to Joe Holly's shanty. It was fixed up to represent our hero. Then it was
1·cally larger than our hero had expected to find placed in a sitting posture right at the entrance
it, and when he found that one of the rooms of the larger of the tents, while the lantern was
would amply accommodate the male members of turned down and left burninig inside, so there
the party, and that the other was more than was enough light for anyone to see the form
large enough for the girls, he gave a nod of satis- through the darkness. Jim fastened the flap of
' faction, and turning to the kind-hearted miner, the other tent to make it appear that the girls
were inside, and then when they had seen to the
said:
"I'll remember you for this, Joe. I take it that horses, they all turned and went back to the
saloon. There was a broad grin on the miner'•
you are not a wealthy miner."
"Not · by a jugful," was the laughing reply. ' face as he followed them, and noticing it, our
·
"I've been just about able ter make ends meet hero whispered:
"Get that smile away from your face, Joe.
since I've been here. I've got a putty good claim,
an' I'm all ther time in ther hopes that I'll strike Don't let them think that we have been puttina'
it rich. Maybe I will an' maybe I won't. If I up a job."
"All right," was the reply, and instantly his.
do strike it rich, it will be more of a surprise
than anything. But it's all right. You're. wel- face assumed a serious look. ·
The five men were playing cards by themselves.
come to anything I've got, Young Wild West. I've
liked yer afore I ever seen yer. Your reputation It was a game of ~raw poker, too, but they were
playing for small stakes, and no doubt more to
pleased me when I heard of it."
"Well, never mind about that, Joe. I don't pass the time away than for what they might
. ow why my reputation should make anyone win. Our hero walked over to t:q,em and said:
like me so much. What I do for the benefit of . "Now then, you sneaking coyotes, I have come
those I meet comes natural to me, ! suppose. But back to tell you that I am going to keep awake
see here, I am going to tell you what I have in all night, and that I will stay right inside the
~nd right away. Now then, in case Eye Tooth flap of the biggest of the two tents. If you
Jackson should take a notion to creep upon our come along and get me without me knowing it,
tents, I want to have things fixed for him. We you are welcome to do so."
will just rig up four or five dummies and put
"All right, Young Wild West," Eye Tooth
them in the big tent, so they will look like sleep- answered, rather coolly. "I don't know as we'll
ers. When this is done, we will go back and come, but if _we do, you kin bet we'll git yer."
give it out that we are all going to sleep to"Well, if you should happen to make a miss of
uio-ht without keeping a watch, and tha t I .dare it, I'll get you."
anyone to come and interfere with us. Eye Tooth
"All right. I ain't sayin' nothin' about that.
will surely take the bait, for he is just that kind But when I start ter do a thing, I don't generally
of a man. I am satisfied that he is ~ pretty make a miss of it."
deep one, and that he's got plenty of courage.
Wild thought it unnecessary to say anything
What do you think of my plan, Joe?"
further, so he turned away, and soon left the
"What do I think of .it!" the miner exclaimed. shanty saloon, his companions going with him.
"Do you think they'll dare ter try it?" Joe
'"Why, it's a dandy. I'll help yer. I've got
11C1methin' here that will help out a whole lot, Holly asked, as they were walking back to the
too. I shot a black bear this mornin' an' I ain't shanty through the rain.
"I am quite certain of it," our hero answered.
skinned him yet. That oughter answer ther pur"As I said before, Ey1:: T,·,r,t11 Jackson is a nervy
pose for a sneakin' galoot ter stick a knife in."
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sort of man. Nd doubt he thinks he is clever,
so he will manage to sneak up close to the tents,
.nn' when he sees our dummy, ·he will surely take
it for me. He might shoot; or he might creep
up cl~se enough to use a knife. It all depends
just how he feels at the time. But I want to be
around somewhere when .it happens, so I think
Charlie an'd I had better stop in the girls' tent
until after it is over."
"Jest as you say. I s'pose you could manage
t er make yourselves comfortable in there."
"Oh, yes,· I think we could do that all right."
When they got back to the shanty, they told
the girls/ of their plans, and what Eye T-0oth .had
said at the saloon. Then Wild and Charlie
carefully made their way back to the camp. Tht:y
went inside the girls' tent and sat down to wait.
The rain was still falling, and though it was not
exactly comfortable there, they did not mind it
in the least. They waited for over an hour,
and then just as both were beginning to get
drowsy, a revolver cracked within a few feet of
t hem. Then there was the sound of hurried
:footsteps; and all was still again.
"I guess I'm supposed to be dead, Charlie," said
Young Wild West, in his cool and easy way.
" Someone certainly took a shot at the_ dummy.
vVe will wait a few minutes, and then if we
hear nothing, we will go ~nd see about it."
They waited for probably five minutes, and
then pur hero cautiously made his way outside
the tent. The lantern was still burning in the
ether tent, and as he made his way carefully
a round it, he soon' came in view of the dummy,
v. hich was sitting just as they had" placed it.
'... he young deadshot could not help laughing, and
a s the scout came to his side, he pointed to the
carcass of the bear, and said:
"Well, Cha1·lie, no doubt they think they have
sh ot me, but they were afraid to come and finish
the rest of you. I suppose it will be a good idea
to let the dummy stay right where it is, and then
tn-morrow mornin·g I will keep in hiding for a
while, and you can give it out that I have been
ehot. This will draw a crowd to the tents r ight
• away, and when they find ou1 that it was nothing
but a dead bear that Eye Tooth Jackson or one
of his men shot, there will be good cause for a
laugh. However, since the villain surely meant
iu kill me, he will have to take his medicine. We
have got to clean up this gang, Charlie, and
do:.i't you forget it."
"Oh, I ain't goin' ter forgit it, Wild;" and the
f.Cout smiled in his grim fashion. "I don't think
Lnere's any use in turnin' 'em over ter a sheriff,
or anything like that, either. Ther best way ter
do with such a gang as that is ter git in a fight ,
with 'em an' drop 'em."
"Well, ff we can prevent anythinig like that, it
will be all the better. Come on now. We will
g0 back to Joe Holly's shanty and get a good
sleep. If the villains do happen to come back
here they will find out the mistake they made.
But as there is not much for them to steal, they
will go away in disgust. 'But I hardly believe
they will come baek here. I think they will be
satisfied after shooting me\ as they suppose."
The two made their way back to the shanty,
and found those they had left there wr;iiting for
them anxiously.
"W cil, how did you make out, Wild?" Arietta

a$k, as she saw a smile on the face of her handsome young lover.
"Fine, Et! I'm supposed to be dead. But I
. reckon I am about the liveliest dead one there -,
ever was."
"Tell us all about it, Wild," the girl said,
eagerly.
Our hero was not long in doing this, and then
in spite of 'the fact that they well knew that it
had been the intention of whoever' fired the shot
to kill him, they all laughed. After talking it
over for a while, the male members of the party
sought their part of the cabin,. while the girls
retired. 'It was not _long before our hero and
the others turned in, and it is hardly necessary
to state that they all slept well till morning
came. The storm had cleared during the ntght,
and the sun was shining br!,ghtly when Joe Holly
and Cheyenne Charlie went outside the shanty.
Smoke was coming from the chimneys of the
shanties scattered about, which told that the
miners 'were up and preparing breakfast before
they went to their work. As the two looked over
toward the shanty saloon, they saw half -a dozen
men gathered there. It was easy for them to
recognize one of the men as Eye Tooth Jackson.
He was standing directly lrefore the door, puffing
away at a pipe, and apparently quite at his ease.
"Charlie, you may as well go over right now.
You. can go around to the tent and make out that
you have discovered that I was shot during the
night," said our hero, from the doorway of the
shanty. "You can tell them that the rest of
you accepted the invitation of Joe Holly to stop
at his shanty, while I remained I)'!; the tents to
keep a watch for the appearance of' the scoundrels.
You might tell some of the miners before you
let Eye Tooth and his gang know about it. If you
do that, the five rascals won't )lave a chance to
open fire on you, which they might do should
you go straight there with Holly."
"I'll take my chances on anything like that happenin', Wild," the scout answered, grimly, as ha
tapped the butt of a revolver. "Come on, Joe."
The two promptly set out and headed straight
for the two tents. There was the carcass of the
bear sitting inside the tent, and showing plainly
in the daylight. The blue shirt that had bee
worn by Wild looked rather comical now, while
the hat had been knocked back through some
cause, and the hear's eyes and snout showed
plainly.
"Don't look much like Wild, after all, does
it?." said the scout, with a grin.
·
"Not a gTeat deal," the miner answered, shrugging his shoulders. "Now then, Charlie, you
want ter make out that you're almost crazy over
this thing, do yer hear?"
"Well, I don't know whether I kin do that or
not. I feel more like laughin' than anything
else."
• '
"Well, you have got ter· act that way when
we go to ther saloon, anyhow. Come on; we'll go
an' tell some of ther miners about it. We may .
as well let 'em know that .it wasn't Wild what ,g ot shot, after all."
"Yes, I s'pose that would be a good idea. We'll
tell 'em ter make out that it was, .though."
They started around t)le camp, and soon had
acquainted a dozen or more of t11e miners , Y,ith
what had happened. Then with a crowd behind
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them, they set out for the shanty saloon. When
tl::.ey arrived the1·e, they found Eye Tooth Jackson and his four companions standing outside, as
though they expected something was going to
happen. Snapper Sam had just appeared, and
ai; he came out of the door Cheyenne ·Charlie
c::;.lled out, making out that he was very much
excited:
"Did yer know that Young Wild West got
shot last night?"
,
"What!" cried the keeper of the saloon, in
genuine surprise.
"It's a fact. I don't know how Eye Tooth
Jackson ever caught him nappin' like that, but
he's dead as a door-nail, an' settin' right where
he got shot. You kin bet that somebody's got
tEr suffer for this, though Wild told us when
he got us ter go over ter Holly's shanty, that
if anythin,g happened ter him we wasn't ter look
for revenge. He was so sartin that nobody co·uld
git him that he said that, I s'pose. But I can't
help feelin' mighty so1·e about it. When Young
Wild West is done for there's a mighty good boy
what's dead, an' don't yer forgit it."
"So he's dead, is he?" Eye Tooth asked, boldly,
as he looked at the scout, and held his hand
near his gun.
"I reckon you know all about it, you sneakin'
coyote!" was the retort.
"Maybe I do, an' maybe I don't. Let's go
around an' see."
·
. This was the cue for the crowd to start at
. once for the camp of our friends. As they
turned the corner of the shanty that was next
to it the form could be seen sitting in the tent.
At first Eye Tooth and his pards thought it was
our hero to a certainty. But when they got
ne:arer and saw the snout of the bear, they were
a.stounded.
"Funny, ain't it?" said Cheyenne Charlie, ·as he
drew his gun quickly and leveled it at the leader
of the gang. "Now then, s'pose I take a shot
at you? I reckon you ain't no dead bear."
"Hold on!" cried Eye Tooth, exdtedly. "Don't
shoot, Cheyenne Charlie. _ Ther whole thing was
a joke. I knowed all about it, but I come around
here last night an' took a shot at that ii.ead bear,
anyhow. Put you;_• gun up. I've got enough
of this game, an' we'll call it square."
At this juncture Wild and Jim Dart appeared
on the scene. They had waited until they saw_
the crowd go toward the camp, and then they
left the shanty and hurried to the spot.
"Gentlemen," said our hero, as he turned to
the crowd of miners. "I advised this gang to
leave Big Stocking the first thing in the morning. Now then, I am going to tell them to do so.
They have got just twenty minutes to disappear,
and if they are not gone in that time I am going
to do some shooting."
"I jest told your pard that · I had enough of
ft, Young Wild West," si>id Eye Tooth, rather
meekly. "I reckon- we'll do as you say. We'll
go away from here inside of twenty minutes.
You kin run ther camp for a while, 'if yer want
ter. But maybe we'll come back ag'in an' take
a fresh hold. Good-by."
So saying, the leader turned and walked from
the spot, followed by his four companions, who
acted as though they w~re in anythillJ{ but an
easy frame of mind.
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. CHAPTER IV.-Million ~Dollar Dick.
Young Wild West and his partners ·watch"<l
the five villains until they saw them go and get
their horses. The villains rode away ana wer~
soon lost to yiew behind a bend in the trail, and ,
then our fnends went back to Holly's shanty
and had their breakfast. When thi s ,dis dona
with, they moved back their effects to the tent;;,
,, hich were opened so thev could dry in the sun.
The miners refrained from going to work very
early, and it was not until our hero and his
partners returned to the shanty saloon that thev
felt like leaving. This they did after they had
talked a while with our friends, and when thev
were assured that the party did not intend t'o
leave until the next day, they seemed to be satisfied.
"We're goin' ter have a little shindig to-night
in your honor, you know," Holly explained. "I've
been talkin' to some of ther boys about it, so
they're goin' ter clear ther back room in ther
i,tore, an' we'll have a little dance. We ain't
got no 'wome11 folks he1·e, but them you brought
with yer. But that's all right. We Kin dance
·without women. Of course they wouldn't want
ter mix in with ·a rough crowd like us."
"I reckon not," Cheyenne Charlie answered.
"If you had some other women folks here, it
would be all right. Our gals likes ter dance,
but they kin take a back seat this time. I s'pose
there'll be plenty of bug-juice for ther boys."
"I reckon there will," Holly declared. "Snapper Sam is goin' ter put up five gallons of good
old stuff free of charge. It's all in ther honor
of you folks, too. We're mighty glad that Eye
Tooth Jackson an' his gang has left ther camp,
though I s'pose they'll return after you go away,
maybe."
"You will see them before we go awa;", 1
think," said our hero, smiling at the miner.
"You can bet they've not gone very fa-r. Eye
Tooth is more anxious to get me now than ever,
and he'll keep trying it until he gets his medicine.
Of course, I don't mean that he shall get me.
That wouldn't be right."
"Of course it- wouldn't, ·wild," the scout declared, shaking his head. "You wasn't born ter
be shot by no sich a galoot as Eye Tooth Jackson."
When the miners had left the spot there wa-a
no one there but our three friends, and the
keeper of the saloon and the man who worked for
him.
"There's nothing much going on around .here in
the daytime, I reckon," our hero sai-d to Snapper
Sam.
"Not much," was the retort. "But it's lively
e11ough at night, though."
"Yes, I could see that last evening. There's
a stage coach run11i11g then!, l suppose?"
"Yes, there's one due here .this noon. It might
be that someone wi11 be comin' along ter settle
here an' dig for dust. There's some putty good
claims in Big Stockin', an' I'm in hopes that
more of 'em will be staked out an' good pay-dirt
will be found. I ain't made a fortune since
I've been he1·e, an' that's what I come for. There's
money in sellin' whisky, you know."
"Oh, yes, if you can sell -~nou1gh of it.
"Yer don't have ter sell 11.n awful 101. either,
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'cause it's about a hundred per cent. profit, I · where dfd these fellers come from? Two kids
reckon," the scout spoke up, with a smile: "But an' a man who looks as though he's been through
say, Snapper Sam, was them five galoots ther ther mill."
only bad ones what was around here?"
"Let me introduce you to Young Wild West .,
"Yes, I reckon they was about ther worst---0f an' his two pards, Dick."
ther whole lot. Ther rest of ther miners seems
"What!" cried the h_o rseman, as he looked in
ter me to be putty honest, an' they don't • look surprise at our friends. "You don't mean ter
for trouble, unless when they git too much ,fluid tell me that one of them boys is Young Wild
lightnin' aboard. But then it ain't ·really bad- West, do yer, Snapper?".
·
ness .they show. They git in arguments, an' it's
"That's jest who he is. It's, this one, too," and
thei- whisky that .m akes 'em quarrel an' fight. Snapper Sam pointed to our hero.
But there's a galoot what comes here now ari'
"He's ther Champion Deadshot of ther West,
then what's got ther name of bein' a putty too."
,
·
tough one. He's a feller what run a ranch someThere was something of a sneer in the way the
thin' like fifty miles from here, but fell into a horseman spoke, and he · coolly dismounted and
fortune about six months ago. Since that time stepped over as though he wanted to get a closer
he's been makin' things lively wherever he struck. view of the boy.
He ain't been here in over a week now, an' I
"So you're Million Dollar Dick, are you?" Wild
think he must be putty n1gh due."
·
asked, a pleasant smile showing on his handsome
"So he's a bad one., eh?" Wild asked, showing face.
.
.
no little interest.
"That's who , J am, kid. An' you're Young
. "We}l, he calls himself mighty bad. He kin Wild West?"
·
shoot as quick as lightnin', an' he brags of havin'
"Yes, that's right."
killed half a dozen men in less than two years."
"Ther Champion Deadshot of ther West?"
"Oh, he· must be a -regular terror, then. What
"Well, some people call me that, but I don'.t
is -h is name?"
know whether I am or not."
"Million Dollar Dick is ther name he goes by.
"Oh, yer don't, eh? Well, that's a g ood way
Yer see, he give it out that -he had been left ter talk. Yer mean by that that you ain't tried
a million dollars, though no one believes it was conclusions with all ther best shots yet."
anywhere near as much as that; an'. sine~ )lis
"Yes, that's it exactly. I hear you are somefirst name was Dick, somebody called him Million what of a shot?"
Dollar Dick. He's been goin' by .that name ever
"Me! Well, I guess so. I kin shoot as quick
since. Thunder! I believe that's him comin' now." an' straight as any galoot in ther whole world.
Snapper Sam pointed excitedly up the trail, I've got ther money ter back what I say, too."
where a horseman could be seen riding swiftly
"Well, I am glad to hear that."
,.
toward the camp.
"You're glad ter hear it, eh? What do you
"It looks like his roan horse,!' he went on, "an' mean by that?"
I'm about sartin that it's him. I hope he don't
"Just what I said . You surely can't take ofgo tcr makin' no trouble, 'cause that migl1t spoil fense from it, can you?"
my chance of doin' a good business. Million Dol"See here, kid, I think you're tryin' ter poke
lar Dick sartinly does spend money when he furl at me."
comes here, but he does it all over, I s'pose."
"'Y:ou -are wrong, Million Dollar Dick."
"Well, we won't look for any trouble with him,
"Well, maybe I am, but I don't think so. Now
either. But if he starts it up, he'll get all that's see here. You're called ther Champion Deadshot
coming to him. So- you think that's Million Dol- of ther West, ain't yer?"
"Yes, I believe that is true."
lar Dick, eh?"
~'I'm sartin it is. Yes, I kin tell it for a fact
"Well, I don't think you are. Now then, put
up or shut up."
.
...
now. "
The horseman quickly drew neater, and then
"I think you are the one to do that. I ·haven't
our friend s saw an athletic-looking man of per- been boasting any."
haps forty, who was attired in a fancy and ex"Oh, yer think I'm ther one, eh? Well, I'll
p·e nsive riding costume. The roan mare he was r,ut up mighty quick. But( I won't shut up. I
riding was a splendid specimen of horse flesh, too, neyer drd shut up yet, an' I don't think I'm
and the gold-mounted trappings told conclusively goin' ter do it now."
that the rider liked style, regardless . of expense.
"Then the man reached in an inner pocket of
The horseman rode on up and came to a halt his fancy velvet coat and drew forth a fat
near where our three friends wer2 standing talk- wallet. He opene.d this . and quickly showed a
ing to the proprieto;r. _
handful of hundred dollar bills.
"Th.e re's a thousand dollars, kid," he said, hold"He!Io, Snapper -Sam!" he -called ?Ut, and then
he turned his gaze upon Young Wild West and ing them close to our hero's face. "If you think
you're ther Champion Deadshot, jest cover this
l:is partners and scrutinized them carefully.
"Hello Dick! Where have yer been so long?" money. If- you kin beat me _shootin', you take
Snapper' Sam answered, his face beaming. with ther boodle, an' if I beat you, I'll take it. That's
smiles in anticipation of doing a good busmess. · fair and square, ain't it?"
"Nothing could be fairer," and the young dead-.
"I've been makin' ther rounds, that's all," was
the reply. "I've been to two minin' camps since shot smiled in his cool and easy way.
"All r~ght, then. Are yer goin' ter put up?"
I was here last, an' _I had a big time. I only
"Well, it's very seldom I make a wager. But
shot one galoot this trip, however. He come
near gittin' me, too. He wouldn'~ stand no since you seem to be so anxious about it, I will
foolin' an' he fired afore I knowed 1t was com- have to accommodate you."
Our hero sometimes•carried a big sum of money
ill', But I only lost a lock of my hair. But
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"Well, that settles it. You sartin are a kid,
with him, and it happened .at this time that he.
was well provided in that way. He usually car- then. Don't drink anything strong, eh?"
"No, that's what I said."
ried what he had in bills of a rather large de"How about your pards ?"
nomination,, though of course he had to use con"I take a drink of tanglefoot now an' then,"
siderable gold and silver. He produced a flat
looking pocketbook, and opening it, quickly drew Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, his eyes flashing, "but
from it a thousand dollar bill that was pressed I " generally picks out who I drinks with. I
wouldn't drink with you, not until after you
out smooth and straight.
"I reckon this will cover what you have in got a good lickin', an' then maybe I might do it."
"How about you?" and not the least disturbed,
your hand, Million Dollar Dick," he said, with a
Dick nodded to Jim Dart.
smile.
"I'm like Wild," was the quick r~ply. "I never
Then he turned and handed the bill to Snapper
Sam, whose eyes were opened wide at seeing touch ·anything in the line of strong drink."
"Another 'kid, then. Ha, ha, ha! Well, I'm
such a large wager made.
"You're game, I see, kid," Dick observed, with mighty glad I took a notion to ride over to Big
a grin. "Here yer are, Snapper. Jest keep that Stockin'. I started yisterday afternoon, but had
money, an' hand it to ther one as wins after we ter stop in a cave ter git .out of ther rain last
git done shootin'. Now then, kid," and he turned night, an' that's what made me a little late gittin'
he1;e. It wasn't very pleasant in ther cave, either,
to Wild, ''I'll--"
"Hold on! I wish you would stop caUing me 'cause I'm used ter havin' everything of ther best.
kid," interrupted our hero, with just a tinge 0f But I used ter rough it a whole lot, so <it wasn't
anger in his voice. "Just because I'm a boy · •· exactly new to me. Now then, Snapper Sam,
don't say that I must be called kid. I think I've jest let me have a good horn of ther best old
proved myself to be quite a man, and many rye you have got in ther shanty: I'll drink
times, at that. My name is Young Wild West, !ll?ne, an' then me an' Young Wild West is gobut if you chi'.>Ose to, you can call me Wild for m ter have a fist fight. Ha, ha, ha!"
Our hero was right. in his element now. He
,
short."
"Don't like ter be called a kid eh?" and Dick had sized up Million Dollar Dick pretty well, and
his conclusion was that the man was not exactly
'
lall/ghed in a sneering way.
"Well, it all depends upon Vlho is calling me what might· be called a bad one at heart. He
was simply one of the sort who cannot stand
a kid." .
"Oh, that's it, eh? H someone else said it you prosperity, so to speak, and the fact that he had
fallen heir to a lot of money made him think that
wouldn't mind it?"
h('j could do as he chose. Just how well he could
"Maybe not so much."
shoot with a rifle or revolver the boy did not
"That means you don't like me ·much, then."
"Well, you can take it that way if you like." kno_w, but he was well satisfied that he could
"I do take it that way, an' I'll tell you right e~s1lr out-box the fellow, and he meant to thrash
to your face, kid, that I don't like you a whole him m. short order, though he did not intend to
hurt ,hrm much.
lot, either." i
Meanwhile Million Dollar Dick was not satis"Well, if you think I'm a kid, just step out here
an' I'll try to show you how much of a man I fled with one drink. He took three, and then
wiping his mouth on the sleev~ of his velvet coat,·
am."
he came outside.
"You want ter fight, eh?"
"Jest wait till I git my coat off, an' then I'll
"Yes, that's just what I vJant to do."
be ready for yer, Young Wild West," he · said.
"With your fists, too?"
"All right. Take your time about it. I am
"Yes . . That will just ,suit me. After we get
through, then we can shoot it out, if you're will- in no particular hurry," was the reply.
"Maybe yer feel like backin' out."
ing."
"Oh, no."
"I'm willin' ter anything, kid. But you don't
Wild was in his shirt- sleevs, since it was a
think that you kin do anything with me in a
little warm, and his buckskin coat was a little
fight, do yer?"
"Never mind about .that. If I'm a kid and too much just then. He was ,ready for his man,
you're a man, you certainly have got the best,, and when Dick had thi:own aside his velvet
coat, he stepped over and waited for him to
of it."
"Yes, I sorter think so myself. - It seems like open his game.
a shame for meter have a fight with a mere boy."
"Well, step out her.e. Probably I won't hurt
you very much. I think I'll take a little of the
conceit out of you, though."
CHAPTER V.-Million , Dollar Dick's Defeat.
"Yer do, eh?"
Million 'Dollar Dick laughed as though he
"Young Wild West," said Million Dollar Dick
thought it all a joke.
a broad smil~ on his face, "I forgot ter tell ye;
"See here," he added. "Can't you wait till ·1 . afore that I learned how ter fight when I was
·
ip college,"
wet my whistle?"
"Certainly, go ahead."
"Is that so?" Wild answered, affecting sur"Come in an' have somethin' with me. This prise. "So you were at college, eh?"
is only goin' ter be a friendly fight, anyhow."
"Why, sartin. You don't s'pose a man could
"Well, I don't care for anything just now. Any- be worth a million dollars without havin' been
how, I never touch anything strong, and that is to college, do yer?"
about all that can be bought in this mining
"Well, I don't know about that. But never
camp."
n1ind. I 1·eckon all the college you. was ever to
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might have been some little schoolhouse wh':!re
they had one teacher and twenty or thirty pupils.
But that don't say you can't fight. Probabl1
you might have taken boxing lessons."
"I sartinly did, an' I'm goin' ter show you
how I kin make a ool out of you in about two
minutes."
"Well, I hope you don't do that. I don't like
to be made a fool of. But just tell me when
you're ready."
"I'm ready now."
"All right. Here she goes, then," and so saying, Wild stepped lightly forward and began
sparring with the man.
Dick put up his hands all right, showing that
he :I.id know a little about defending himself.
But he did not seem to be the lllggressor, so
WUd decided ta land one on his face, just to
show him that he meant business. He made a
feint with his left for his stomach, and as
quick as a flash his opponent lowered his guard.
Spat! Wild shot out a quick right and landed
on his mouth. It was a hard blow, too, and
Million Dollar Dick went staggering backward,
while a look of amazement shone upon his face.
"That's ther way ter do it, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie called out, delightedly. "Hit him on
ther nose ther next time. I'm anxious ter see
it bleed."
"All right, Charlie," was the cool and easy retort. "I'll do just as you say."
Then the boy danced around with surprising
quickness, and his opponent covered his face with
his arms as he backed away.
"Come on and fight," Wild called out, tauntingly. "Just show me what you learned when
.
you were at college."
"I'll show yer all right," was th e angry retort.
"You hit me when I wasn't ready. But don't
think you kin do it ag'in."
Then Wild made a rush, striking up with his
right hand and following it with a left jab that
caught Dick squarely on the nose. Charlie had
his wish, for the claret flew, and becoming enrlllged, Dick sailed in, swinging his fists wildly
and doing his best to annihilate his agile antagonist. But Young Wild West had not k ept
iP. training ever since he was a small boy for
Ilothing. He had often met and defeated men
who knew considerable about the art of boxing,
and he now realized that the man he had to deal
with knew little or nothing about it. He kept
dancing about him, avoiding the savage blows
aimed at his head, and landing one every few
seconds, until he had nim staggering about in
a dazed manner.
"J'llst say when you have got enough, Million
Dollar Dick," he shouted, derisively. "I wish you
would hit me now and then. I'd like to see how
it feels."
"I'll hit yer putty soon, an' don't yer forgit
it. When I do land on yer it will be ther last
of yer, too," came the reply.
Spat! This time Wild landed on his mouth
again, and a couple of teeth were knocked loose,
and went down the man's throat, almost choking
him. Wild could· easily have put him down
and out, but he did not care to do this. The man
was altogether too easy for him. He stepped
back to. give him a chance to recover, and when
he, saw he was again ready, he began dancing
0

about him again, striking him lightly on the face
and heard. Many times Dick swun~ hard for
him, and there is no doubt but that he might
have sent Wild to the ground if one of the blows
had landed.
,
But Wild ducked them all with the greatest of
ease, and finally he sent an upper cut which was
too much for Dick. He threw up his head and
then fell forward on his face, lying per:fectly
still. Wild knew quite well that he had not bce11
kno~ked senseless: The fellow simply had enoup;l1
of 1t, and had given out, or else he was trying
to get a rest.
"I'll lift him up for yer, Wild," the scout called
out, as he sprang forward and seized the prostrate . man by the collar.. "Come, ,git up, you
sneakin' coyote, an' fight 1t out. You ain't done
nothin' yet."
·"I don't want ter fight no more," the defeated
man answered. "Don't hit me again, Young Wild
West. I won't call you kid again. You may
be a kid as far as age goes, but you sartinly are
a man when it comes ter fightin'."
"So you are satisfied, then?" our hero asked a
' •
smile showing- on his face.
"I reckon I am. Will yer come in an' have
a drink with me now?"
"Well, I hardly think Snapper Sam has anything that I care to drink. But I might take a
glass of water.4'
"I'll give yer a drink of water, Youn~ Wild
West," the proprietor of the saloon called out
from the doorway. "I won't charge a cent for it

ill~"
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"Well, that will do, then. Come on, Million
Dollar Dick. You certainly are a remarkable
fighter. I reckon you would do better for a
wind-mill, though."
"M~st l~kely I _would," was the meek reply. "I
couldn't hit you in an hour, an' I know it. There
ain't no use in sayin' anything different."
Wild ~as a little sur:Qrised to see how igoodnaturedly he took his thrashing. But he had
often met such men, and he felt pleased over it.
Many times when he gave a man more than he
wanted in a fist fight, guns . would be brought
into play, and then he would have to shoot quick ·
and accurately to disarm his man. But Million
Dollar Dick did not show by word or action
that he cared to fight with anything else than
nature's weapons just then. He went inside,
and after he had washed his face with a basin
of water that Snapper Sam was kind enough to
get for him, he threw a twenty dollar gold-piece
upon the bar, and exclaimed:
"If there ain't nothin' here that· you care about
drinkin', jest take some cigars, Young Wild West.
Maybe yer smoke."
"Well, I will take a cigar," was the reply.
"An I'll take a little drop of tanglefoot," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
"A cigar will do me, I reckon," Jim Dart said.
_
with a laugh.
The defeated man took a, drink of liquor along
with the scout and the proprietor, and when
Wild and Jim had been served with their cigars,
·
he picked up his change, and said:
"Well, you showed me that I wasn't no match
for yer with my fists, Young Wild West. Now
then, s'pose we go ahead an' have ther shootin'
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match? I ain't forgot .that we both put up ti
thousand dollars." .
"Do you think you can shoot straight now?"·
Wjld asked, in his cool and easy way.
"I kin shoot straight any time."
"Well, all right, then. I would just as leave
win your thousand dollars now as to wait a
while. Come on outside."
But the man's nose was still bleeding slightly,
and he seemed inclined to wait until it stopped.
In a few minutes it did so, and then buckling
his belt a little tighter about his waist, he
walked slowly out of the shanty saloon.
"What are we goin' ter shoot at?" he asked,
looking at our hero.
"At each other, are we not?"
"What!"
Million Dollar Dick looked amazed.
"Well, I thought that's the way you intended
it," the young deadshot -said, though he did not
really mean it. "I had an idea that we were
going to step apart for about a hundred feet, and
then start toward each other and shoot for all
we were worth. The one who went down would
lose, of course."
"Why, I didn't mean it that way."
"Oh, didn't you? What way did you mean it,
then?"
"I thought we was goin' ter shoot at a mark."
"Well, that suits me. Anything at all to please
you. You go ahead and name the way you want
the shooting match to go off. I will be satisfied."
"So yer thought we was goin' ter shoot at each
other, eh?" and Dick shook his head and looked
at the proprietor of the shanty.
"That's what I thought yer meant, too," Snapper Sam spoke up, though it is doubtful if he did
think that way.
"Well, I ain't ready ter lose my life jest yet,
even if I do think that I'm about ther best shot
as ,ever pulled a gun. Now, there's a tree right
over there, an' yer kin all see that big knot
which is sorter white like. We'll stand off about
a hundred feet an' shoot at that. Two shots
will be enough, I reckon. Ther one that makes
ther best record wins ther money."
"All right, · wild answered, perfectly satisfied
ith the arrangement, for he knew he could hit
the knot in the center without half trying.
"Who's goin' ter shoot first?" Dick asked.
"You, of course," was the reply.
"All right, here she igoes. Now, remember,
Snapper, ther one as comes ther nearest to ther
center of that knot wins ther money. There's
to be two shots apiece. I'll shoot first, an' then
Young Wild West will shoot. Then I'll shoot
ag'in, an' he'll shoot ag'in."
"I understand all right, Dick," was the reply.
"Well, here she goes, then."
Dick pulled his gun and · looked at it to make
sure that it was quite ready. Then he swung
up his hand and brought the weapkon slowly
down until it was on a line •with the tree. He
took a quick aim, and then pulled the trigger.
rack! The bullet hit the knot right at the
top, as all could see from where they were
1tanding.
"A putty good shot, I reckon," observed the
acout, nodding his head approvin~ly. "Wild, you
have g9t ter do your best ter beat that."
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But there was a twinkle in his eyes as he spoke,
and Snapper Sam did not fail to notice it.
"I :reckon -he'll beat it all right," was his re'..
mark.
Wild stepped alongside his opponent and then
pulled a revolver from the holster at his right
side. Up the weapon went, and then down it
ca"me as quick as lightning. Crack! As the
report rang out, a bullet-hole was seen in the
center of the knot.
"I'm beat, as sure as anything!" exclaimed
iMllion Dollar Dick.
"Not yet," was the cool reply. "Maybe you
can put a bullet in the same sp"l:lt. Snapper
Sam, have you a nail lying around loose'!"
"I reckon I have," was the reply, and the
proprietor hastened to get one.
Wild took it from him, and walking over to
the tree, he inserted the point directly in the
hole. the bullet had made.
"There!" he said, as he came walking back,
"you can see the nail head now. Take a shot at
it. You might be able to drive the nail into
the tree."
"I might be, but that?s a mighty good shot at
a hundred feet, I reckon," was the retort.
"Well, if you don't do it, I will do it for you.
Then I will surely have you beaten."
"Well, I'll try mighty hard. Ilern she goes."
Dick again took a quick aim and pulled the
trigger. His bullet landed less than a quarter
of an inch below the nail.
"That's good enough, anyhow. I recko11 that
would have fetched down a man all right," he
said, somewhat proudly.
"Well, it might have fetched oown a man, but
-you were ;not shooting at a man. You were shooting at the head of that nail," said Wild, smiling
at him.
"Well, if you kin hit that nail, you sartinly
are welcome to my thousand dollars. I ain't n11
squeeler, an' never was, so go ahead."
This time Wild was very careful. He knew
he had a difficult shot to make, and he meant ta
do it. His eye ran along the barrel of the r&volver, and catching the sight, he pulled the triigger. Crack! As the report sounded the nail
disappeared from view. ~
"Hooray!" exclaimed Snapper Sam, waving his
hands. "That's what I call a wonderful shot, an'
no mistake."
'
Then he ran over to the tree and found that
the nail had been driven into it.
"What do yer think of that?" he called out
as the defeated man hurried up, his eyes opened
wide with astonishement. "Young Wild West
sartinly drove that nail right into ther tree.
You kin see it right in there. Ther bullet snapped off to ther right after it went in."
Sure enough, the nail head was plainly discernible, and when he had examined it, Million
Dollar Dick shook his head sadly and exclaimed 1
"I congratulate yer, Young Wild West. When
they call yer ther Champion Deadshot of ther
West, there ain't no mistake about it. You're
ther smartest boy I ever come across. I want
ter shake hands with yer."
"All right, Dick. I am perfectly willing to
do that. I can see that you a.'"e a fellow who
can take defeat gracefully. I ,. m :r;eally sorry
I made your nose blee.d a little \l.~ile ago."
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"Weil, you· needn't be sorry, 'cause it served throug'h the tubes. Tha t which had been in the
me jest right. There!" and he gave the boy a glass was now in the pitcher, while the contents
grip that seemed to come from his heart, which of the pitcher was in the glass.
no doubt it did.
The hands are quicker than the eyes. This has
Satisfied that the man was not a bad fellow, been proven repeatedly, especially · where a
after all, Wild accepted the two thousand dol- sleight-of-hand performer is concerned.
Hop
lars which Snapper Sam handed him, and then managed to get the tubes back up his sleeve, and
• taking the thousand dollars bill from the pile, then talking on at a rapid pace, he arose and
he extended the rest to Dick.
- made a _few mysterious passes over the handker"YOU take this, and be careful how you make chief.
"Nowlen, Misler Dick," he said, smiling blanda wager· again, my friend," he said.
"Not on your life!" exclaimed Million Dollar ly, "you takee uppee um handkelchief, and you
Dick. "I want yer ter keep that thousand dol- findee lat um water in um glassee and um tanglelars. You won it fair an' square. I ain't got foot in um pitchee. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Well, I'll take up ther handkerchief all right,"
no use for it, anyhow. I'm jest foolin' . away
that money, an' if 'I didn't git rid of it that · and the mari did so.
Sure enough, t he gla ss contained water, and
way, I'd only git rid of it in some other way.
You keep it, Young Wild West. I couldn't think looking into the pitcher Dick saw the whisky in
it.
of takin' it from yer."
'
"Jumpin' tomca ts," he exclaimed. "That beats
Wild knew he was in earnest, so with a nod
of his head, he placed the money in his wallet . anything yet. Are yer sure that's whisky in
It was just then that Hop Wah came hurriedly t here, Hop?"
"Velly goodee tanglefoot."
to the spot.
"Well, I'm goin' ter taste it. Is it all right?"
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" he a sked, look"You dlinkee. You findee evelythling allee
ing at the stranger in a cr itical manner. "Y9u
light:"
allee samee shootee lillee match?" '
."I'll take your word for it," and so saying,
"Yes, Hop," was t he reply. "This fellow had
an idea he could defeat me at shooting at a Dick took up the pitcher and tasted the contents.
He was satisfied that there was no mistake
mark."
"'
about it, so he swallowed all there was in the
"He makee lillee mistake, Misler Wild."
pitcher, and t"4en gave a sigh of relief. It was
"Yes, I reckon he did, Hop."
"Plentv makee lillee mistake-'when ley t hlinkee just then that Joe Holly hurriedly entered the
. shanty.
lat way."
·
"Hello, Young Wild West," h e called out.
"Well, never mind about t hat, Hop."
"Is this your h&athen, Young Wild West?" "You're jest ther one I want ter see. Eye Tooth
Dick asked, as a grin showed on his battered face. Jackson an' his four pards has gone ter ther
"Yes," was the reply. '"fhis i s Hop Wah, our shanty on ther hill up there. I was wat3_hln' 'em
clever Chinee. Maybe you might have heard when they rode away, an' I seen 'em go around
an' stop there a while. I reckon it means that
of him?"
"No, I can't say as I ever did. But what do you have got a fight ahead of yer. But I've been
talkin' with some of the boys, an' we'll stand by .
yer keep him for?"
"Oh, just for fun, more t han anythill:g else." yer. I yer want any help, jest let me know."
"Well, I hardly think we will need any help
"For fun, eh? ls there any fun in him?"
"Well, I reckon there ·is. Probably he might Joe," was the cool r eply, "I am not surprised at
what you say, for I am positive that the five
sbow you, if you insist on it some time."
"Well, if he kin make me laugh, I'll fill him scoundrels would not go far from the mining
camp. We will get them all right, and before
foll of tanglefoot.l'
"Well, I don't want, you to do t hat, Dick. ,Hop sunset, too."
has a fondn ess for 'tanglefo.ot, as he calls" whisky,
and I don't like to have htm get too much of it.
CHAPTER VI.-The Shooting Begins.
Suppose we ·go inside ?"
.,
• He led the way -into the sh1,m ty saloon where
Million Dollar Dic:k listened to the conversaHop showed them sever al tricks. Then out came ~ion
bet':""een Young Wild West- and Joe Holly
the big yellow ·silk handkerchief tl.lii,t he used rn surprise.
our hero had finished speakto assist him in performing his sleight-of-hand ing he j;urned When
to him and said:
.tricks.
"Say, Young Wild West, what's ther trouble
After shaking it out to show that it contained here, anyhow? Excuse me for puttin' my mouth
nothing, he carefully covered a pitcher and. glass fr. it, but I've heard enough ter know that there's
with it. Then while he related a story about his trouble, an' if you don't mind tellin' me, I would
wonderful uncle in China, the clever Chinee slip- like t er know what it is. I know this galoot
ped two small r ubber tubes under the handker- they call Eye Tooth Jackson, an' he ain't no good."
chief, and into the' pitcher and glass. There was
"Well, Dick, I don't mind telling you that we
a rubber ball at each end which was concealed had some trouble wfth Eye Tooth, as they call
somewhat under his clothing, and by squeezing him." Then Wild told Million Dollar Dick
the
upon the ball and then releasing it, he caused trouble with the five scound1·els.
the contents of both pitcher and glass to go
"Jest let me help you in the game, will yer?"
through the tubes and into the balls. This done, asked Dick. "I ain 1t got no use for that gang,
he made out' that he was arranging the handker- I know 'em all. I've been here enough times ter
chief a little differently, and changed _the tubes. find out who's who in Big Stockiw. Eye Tooth
Then it was easy for him, while he kept on Jackson has been sorter runnin' things here, an'
talking, to force the wliisky and water back I _will say that t:fter men here has been fools ta-
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let him do it. So he's got his gang up in ther he had not gone more than twenty feet when a
shanty, eh? Well, that's putty good. I wonder rifle shot sounded and a bullet whizzed past his
how long he expects ter stay there?"
head, burying itself in a tree.
"Well, it sorter looks as though he's plannin' • He quickly got behµid
a convenient tree, and
.ter stand a siege, Joe Holly answered, shaking then pulled his
his head gravely. "If you know Eye Tooth as first glimpse he rifle in readiness to fire at the
got of tme of the villains. But
well as I. do, you kin understand that he's a
of them showed themselves, and after waitmighty tough customer, an' that is ain't goin' none
ing for three or four minutes, he decided to
ter be no easy matter ter clean him up."
take a shot at the shanty. If the bullet happened
"Huh!" and Dick laughed sneeringly. "If to go where any of them were standing or crouchYoung Wild West can't git ther best of that ing, he would know all about it. He drew a
galoot, I'm willin' ter eat up my hat an' swaller bead so the bullet would hit the side of the
every bit of it, too. But say!" and he turned shanty not far from the door on the left, and then
to our hero again, "let ,me take a hand in this pulled the trigger. Crang. As the sharp report
game, won't 'you? "
rang out there was a howl of pain, and he knew
"Well, I have no objections about it, Dick," the one of the rascals had been touched by the bullet.
boy answered, with a smile . . "Since you seem to All was silent after the yell sounded for the
be so earnest about it, you can help, if you like. space of several seconds, and the rifles began
I am going to go up the hill and try and find cracking in the shanty, and the bullets went all
out what the gang means to do. Hop, you go and around him.
tell Jim about it. I want him to go with us."
"It's a good thing I got behind this tree," he
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop quickly
"Just how they knew I'm here, I can't
put • away hts silk handkerchief and left the mused.
ima,gine. It must be that one of them is in
shanty.
the
of the shanty. Probably he might have
Holly started for the door, but hesitated after seenloft
me, and he has told the rest where I am.
reaching it.
Well, let
waste powder, if you like. They
"I'd jest as lief not work any more to-day, can't hurtthem
nie any. But I reckon I will creep
Wild," he said, speaking slowly and very earnest- br.ck
and get behind that log over there."
ly. "Let me go up there with yer, too, won't yer?"
The log in question was not more than ten
"Well, all right, then. But I don't want you
to run into any danger. Most likely there will feet to the right, and after waiting a few secbe a hot fight. I am not afraid but that I can onds, the boy stealthily crept back from the tree,
get the best of the scoundrels with the help of taking care to keep it directly between him and
thE shanty. He got in a little hollow, and then
my two partnes. But you needn't get too close.
As soon as Dart gets here we will take a walk it was not long before he had succeeded in getting behind the log. Wild was satisfied that
up that way, and see how things look."
his movements had not been seen by anvone in
The miner was overjoyed at this.
It was
but a short time before Hop returned with Jim the shanty, and once more, he watched and waited
for fully ten minutes. But no more shots were
Dart.
.
"So they're hanging around the camp, are fired, so becomirtg tired of that sort of thing,
they, Wild?" Jim said, looking at our hero and he gave a low whistle, which was instantly ansmiling. "Well, I thoug-ht as much a s that. I swered by Cheyenne Charlie. The next instant
knew pretty well that they would not go very he saw the scout creeping through the bushes
far. They are too anxious to obtain revenge fo1· toward him, rifle in hand.
"What's up now, Wild?" the scout asked, lookthat!'
·
"They are up there in the shanty on the · hill," ing at the boy expectantly.
' "Well, I reckon the best thing we can do is
was the cool reply. "We are going up there to
take a look around. Come on. There is no t o fir e a few shots at the sharity, Charlie. You
g(J back and tell Jim and the rest to spread out
e in waiting any longer:''
They all went outside now, and as they started a little bit and then creep up within fifty feet.
to walk away from the shanty saloon Hop came You can all fire half a dozen shots then, and
we will see what happens."
along after them.
"Me wantee go, too, Misler Wild," he said,
"Right yer are, Wild," and Charlie at once
looking at the young deadshot pleadingly. "Me turned and crept out of sight again. In less than
allee samee blowee uppee um shanty, so be."
five minutes two shots rang out from the left.
"Well, you needn't do that right a way, Hop;
They were quick!¥ followed by two more a short
but cofue along, if you like."
distance away, and then a regular volley sounded.
Wild and the scout walked ahea~, and the rest All the bullets ·went through the shanty, and then
followed in pairs, Hop and Million Dollar Dick half a dozen shots came from it in reply. But
bringing up the rear. In a few minutes they · no one was hit, however, and watching closely,
reached the top of the ascent, and then proceeded Wild soon saw several skulking forms close to
directly toward the shanty, which could be seen the buihiing.
among the foliage.
'fhey . made their way
The next minute he saw a man in the act of
cautiously along through the bushes, and when , mounting a horse. The distance was so short
they were just about a hundred feet from the that he could not help making a de.ad shot of it,
hanty, which now could be seen quite plainly, so he took a quick aim with his rifle at one oi
Wild turned to·· them and motioned for them to the horse's ears and pulled the trigger. As the
remain where they were. When he saw them report rang out the animal uttered a snort and
crouch in the bushes he dr opped upon hi s hands broke away from the man before he had time
and knees and started s 1igi1~ly to the left, in.- to swing himself upon its back. Away went the
tending to get around ]JdiinJ \ he shanty. But horse, galloping down the side of the hill. Bent
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upon keeping the villains from getting awa;v on
horseback, our hero now crept rapidly forward.
The bushes and woods were so thick that he
went right along within a dozen feet of the
shanty, and as he reached the rear he saw three
of the desperadoes standing beside their horses,
eac.4 holding a revolver in his hand. They were
&11 watching toward the front of the building,
a s though they expected the attacking party'
would aopear from t hat direction. Without the
least fear , the boy nearly arose to his feet, a
revolver in each h and.
"Hold up your hands, you scoundrels!" he exclaimed, in a ringing tone of voice. "I reckon
I've got you dead to rights now."
Up went their hands in a jiffy.
"Come on, boys," Wild called out, without
t ~king his eyes from them. "l have got three of
t hem. Look out for the other two."
There was a crashing in the bushes, and the
next minute Cheyenne Charlie appeared, followed by Jim Dart and Hop. Crack! A shot
came from the left of the shanty, and Wild f elt
a sting on his left ear. CheyenJ1e Charlie did
not wait to be told what to do. He made a rush
for the shanty, Jim following him in a jiffy.
Inside they went, ,and looking up they saw a
man hanging· from a crossbeaµi that was probably
eight feet above the floor. He had been shooting
through a hole in the side, but when he saw
the two rush in he promptly turned his attention
to them. Before he· could shoot, however, Charlie spr ang upward and caught him by the ankle.
Down came the fellow, who was Screecher Bill,
vrith a thud upon the floor.
"Don't kill me!" the wretch cried, in a frightened tone of voice. " I surrender."
Leavjng Charlie to attend to the prisoner, Jim
rushed out, and was just in time to see Wild
running thrnugh the bushes. Hop was dancing
a bout, waving his big revolver excitedly.
"What's the matter, Hop ?" Jim a sked.
"Somebody allee samee shootee fiom um bushes,
and len um thlee bad Melican men lun likee
Samee Hill," the Chinaman answered. "Misler
Wild ketchee lem pletty quickee."
Dart did not know just what to do, and for
t he moment he stood there much perplexed.
Meanwhile Joe Holly and Million Dollar Dick
suddenly appeared on the scene:
'·Have yer got 'em?" the former asked, eagerly.
"We have got one of them," Dart answered.
" Charlie has him inside the shanty. The others
h ave got away. But Wild iW hot after them."
"Which way did they go?"
Hop quickly showed them the direction taken,
and then as they bounded away, he followed them.
J im turned back to the shanty, and fou!}d that
Charlie had succeeded in disarming bis prisoner.
"What a re we goin' ter do with this galoot,
Jim?" Charlie asked, as though he wa s puzzled.
Dart looked around, and suddenly he noticed
that there was a trapdoor in the floor.
"Let's see what is in here," he said.
He lifted the trapdoor and found there was
an excavation under the building which was not
more than four fe et deep.
"We'll put him in here for the present, Charlie," he said. " I r eckon there is going t o be a
hot old time for a while. Wild has t he scoun dr els
on a run, a nd we must help him get them."
"We had better tie J1im first, I reckon."

Jim quickly produced a stout cord from one
of his . pockets, and the prisoner's arms were
secured to his sides. Then he was tumbled into
the opening rather unceremoniously, and the
trapdoor was closed.
"
"I reckon he'll stay there for a while, anyhow," the scout declared, as he turned to leave
the shanty. "Now then, comz.. on. We'll see
what we kin do."
)"
.
They started down the hill m the direction the
villains had taken, and had not gone more than a
few yards when they suddenly came·upon Arietta,
who had her rifle in her hand, and appeared eager
to take part in the fight.
,
"Did you see anything of 'em, Arietta?" Charlie a sked, eagerly.
"No," the g irl answered. "I met Hop just
now, and he said that Wild had started in pursuit of three of the scoundrels. That's all I
know. It seems they didn't leave after they
were told to do so this mor ning ."
"No, they came up here, an' meant ter stay
here an' fight it out, I s'pose. We've got Qne
of the galoots in ther shanty; He's in a little
cellar in it."
Ea,ger to take a hand in, the struggle to rid the
mining camp of the five bad men, Arietta quickly •
made her way to the shanty, while Charlie and
Jim hurried on, following the trail. The girl
had scarcely got inside, and was just looking
about the interior, when Eye Tooth Jackson suddenly appeared in the dorway, a revolver in hand.
"Keep your mouth shut, gall" he exclaimed,
hc>arsely. "If you make one little sound I'll put
a hole through yer. I don't mind shootin' you
TIO more than I would Young Wild West.
Ifrn
desperate now, so if yer want ter live, you'll do
jest as I say."
CHAPTER VIL-Wild Shoots for His Life.
Arietta had not expected to see the man enter
the shanty, and for the moment she was at a
loss as to what to do. But the girl was as brave
as she was resourceful, and it flashed upon her
instantly that she must get the best of him.
"I won't scream," she said, affecting great
fear. "Don't kill me, please."
Her rifle was gripped in her right and, never
once thinking that she would use it upon him,
the villain lowered his revolver and stepped toward her. Then a s quick as a flash the brave
girl struck out with the weapon and sent the
revolver from the villain's hand.
"Hold up your hands!" she cried, her manner
changing with wonderful quickness. - "You
threatened to shoot me a little while ago. Now
I tell you that I won't hesitate to shoot you if
you fail to obey me. Up with your hands, you
scoundrel!"
Eye Tooth Jackson was dismayed. But he
quickly r ecover ed himself, and leaped back
throUigh the door way. Crang I Arietta fired,
but the instant her fin ger touched the trigger Eye
Tooth leaped a side, and the bullet did not touch
him. F earing that the man might come back
and surprise her , Arietta began screaming loudly
for Wild and his partner s to come. She remained
nEar tj-ie doorway and kept up her cries until
she had the satisfact ion of hearing footsteps in
the bushes close at hand. A few seconds later
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Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart appeared. They
were followed by Joe Holly, the miner, and the
moment Arietta saw them her eyes lighted up
with joy.
"What's the matter, Arietta?" the scout called
out, a s he leaped toward the shanty.
Before the girl could reply two rifle shots
rang out, and the scout pitched forward a!1d
fell half into the doorway of the shanty. Jim
Dart clapped his hand to his hea~ and ~taggered '
until he got there. Blood was st reaming from
the side of his head, and Arietta knew that both
had been hit. Crang. Another shot rang out,
and Hollv uttered a sharp cry and bounded into
the shanty, his left arm t anging limp a t his
side.
"They got me!" he cried, hoarsely, as he fell
to the floor. "But maybe I ain't done for, gal.
Shut the door."
·
Meanwhile Jim Dart had seized the scout, who
seemed to be unconscious. Though the blood
was streaming from the side of his head the boy
showed the greatest of nerve, and he dre.gged
Charlie back to a corner of the room.
"Bar the door, Arietta," he said. "I am not
hurt very bad, I reckon."
Dart's head had been grazed by a bullet, and
though it had not gone close enough to fracture
the skull it was a painful wound, and bled
profusely'. He handed Arietta his handkerchief,
and she quickly bound it about his head. Then
the brave boy knelt beside the scout, whose eyes
were closed. A quick examination and Jim found
that Charlie had not been wounded badly, though
a bullet had glanced along the top of his _head,
taking a lock of hair with it. · Jim listened with
his ear close to Charlie's heart, and when he
found it was' beating faintly, he knew it was
all right.
'
"Is there any water here, Arietta?" he asked.
The girl quickly looked a r ound th~ room and
found a pail ha lf full. She brought 1t over, and
Jim proceeded to sou se the scout's face and forehead at the same time brushing toward the back
of his head. Cha rlie soon opened his eyes.
"Great gimlets!" he g asped. "What's ther n:atter? I feel as though I'm stuck full of pins
and needles."
"You'll be all right in a few minutes, old fellow" Jim said, assuringly. "Just take it easy.
On~ of the scoundrels took a shot at me, and the
bullet carried away a streak Qf hair. Take it
easy now, and don't get excited."
"All right, Jim," and -the scout threw back his
head and lay motionless.
Dart bravely tried to keep up, but a mist
was coming before his eyes, for he had bled so
much that he felt sick and faint. Arietta saw
his white face, and taking him by the arm, she
said:
1
·
"Lie down, Jim. You will feel better pretty
soon."
The girl had barred the door as well as she
could so she now turned her attention to the
rr.in e:. She knew that his wound was not a
dangerous one, for he had merely been shot in
the upper pa rt of his arm. She was not the
one to gr ow sick at the sight of blood, and tearing aside his shirt sleeve, she soon saw that the
fleshy part of his arm had been pierced by a
bullet.
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"You will be all right in a few days," she
said, forcing a smile and nodding her head to
him . . "The bullet went .on through, so it will not
have to be looked for. I will tie your arm up
a little, and then you can lie here until you feel
better. You might take your revolver in your
r~ght hand, because we can't tell at what moment the villains will attack the shanty."
"Thank yer, gal. You're -a regular angel,"
Holly answered, as the girl gently bound his arm
with the handkerchief he handed her.
It was the first time Arietta had ever been in
such a position. There she was in the shanty
with three wounded ones. It looked as though
she would have to do the fighting in case Eye
Tooth Jackson and his partmtrs came back to
the shanfy She had not heard anything to indicate their approach so far, and after looking
at the wounded and assuring herself that they
were all right for the time being, she crept over
to the windpw and took the risk of looking out.
She was just in time to catch a iglimpse of Eye
Tooth Jackson and one of his men who were
sneaking through the bushes toward thes hanty.
"Ah!" exclaimed the brave girl, as she gripped
her rifle tightly, "they're going to try and get.
in here. Well, let them try it. The case is a
desperate one now, and I won't hesitate to shoot
them down as fast as they show themselves."
The rifles of Char lie and Jim lay upon the
floor, and Arietta knew that the magazines must
~ pretty full.
She felt herself equal to the
\!mergency, and watched from the window until
she saw two men come sneaking toward it. There
was a dangerous flash in her eyes as she placed
the rifle to her shoulder. But sh'e hesitated about
shooting. Just then the villains ~ere doing nothing more than to sneak toward the shanty. Would
it be right for her to shoot them down in cold
blood? She deci ded t h at it would not, so lowered
the r ifle and waited for them to· ma ke the attack.
P retty soon it came.
There was a heavy thud against the door, and
it nearly flew from the hinges.
"Stop that!" shouted the girl, as she turned
her rifle toward· the door. Bang! This time the
upper part of the door came in slightly. Crang !
Without any hesitation the girl pulled the trigger
of her rifle. A sharp cry rang out , and she knew
one of them had received the bullet . She fired
again. But a mocking laugh sounded, and she
knew this time her shot had been wasted. There
was a short silence after that, and then suddenly
-there was a crashing sound from above. As the
girl turned her eyes upward she gave a cry of
joy, for she saw Young Wild West in the act of
dropping through.
"Well, here I am, Et!" the young deadshot exclaimed, as he smiled at his brave little sweetheart. "They fooled me when I gave them chase,
but I managed to pick up the tra11 and followed
them back here. Hello! what does this mean?
Charlie and Jim hurt!"
As t he boy's eyes rested upon the forms lying
upon t he floor his manner changed. His eyes
flashed daflgerously, and bounding to the corner,
he bent over Dart and said:
"Are you hurt badly, Jim?"
"No, Wild," was the rather faint reply. "I feel
very sick, though. I lost a little blood, and my
head does pain me a little. It is Charlie who
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seems to be acting the worst, though, but no
blood was drawn on him."
\Vild quickly turned his attention to the scout.,
He soon saw where the bullet had grazed the
top of his head, and he began rubbing the scalp
vigorously.
"That's the' stuff, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie
exclaimed. "I begin ter feel better right away.
I:; won't take me lop.g afore I'll be myseff ag'in."
A fusillade of bullets came rattling through the
dilapidated shanty just then. One of them narrowly missed Arietta, while Wild could hear the
hum of another as it went over his head.
"Et," said the boy, as he swung around, his
rifle at his shoulder, "I reckon here's where I
have got to fight for my life. I want you to
help me all you can."

at the shanty. But it will come out all right yet,
little girl. Don't give u p."
Crack! Just then a shot was fired. Arietta
gave a sharp cry and then dropped to the floor,
making considerable noise. Two more shots
rang out. Then Wild gave vent to a cry and
tumbled to the floor. There was a short silence,
and then a hand holding a revolver appeared at
the window. Wild was lying on the floor with
a gun in his right hand. After a delay of two
or three seconds a face appeared at the window.
The young deadshot fired without the least hesitation, and when he heard a thud he knew he
had finished another of the scoundrels.
But not satisfied with this, he leaped toward
the window, and was just in time to catch sight
of one of them running into the bushes. Crack!
His revolver spoke again, and the man threw up
Two more shots rang out, and the bullets came his arms and dropped. He quickly picked up
through the window. Dropping upon his knee, his rifle, and turning to his sweetheart, said:
Wild held his rifle and waited. Crash I A rock
"You stay here and attend to the wants of
or some other heavy object was hurled against the the wounded. I am going to get the rest of
door, and it all but fell into the room. The young them, if there are any more living. We know for
deadshot fired and had the satisfaction of hear- a fact that three of them are dead, anyhow, and
ing the death cr" of one of the attacking party. the other two, if they are not dead, must be
Wild was not aware that there was a prisoner woundea."
u1,der the shanty, and Arietta had not thought to
"All right, Wild," the girl answered. "Go
tell him. The shooting continued from the out- ahead."
side, and it seemed almost a miracle that the boy
He spfang out and entered the bushes, and
and girl were not hit. It was not easy to locate just then a shout came from a short distance
the direction the shots came from, but after a away.
while the young 'deadshot did so. · Then he nodded
"Hello I" the young deadshot called out.
to his sweetheart and said:
"Hello, hello, Young Wild West!" came the
"Now then, little girl, just shoot toward the response. "Is everything all i"ight?"
window over there and aim rather low."
"Well, not exactly. Hurry up."
Crang, crang, cra-a-ang I The two fired a
The boy knew it was Million Dollar Dick who
volley, but only yells of der1sive laughter could had called to him, so he waited until the man
be heard. The room was now pretty well filled
appeared. He had with him a dozen or more
with smoke, but never once did Young Wild miners, all of whom were armed and appeared to
West's courage leave him. Suddenly something be determined to clean out the desperadoes.
happened that was unexpected. Wild and Ari"I have got but one of them," Wild said, as
etta were firing with telling effect upon the they ran up. "He is Eye Tooth Jackson, too. I
ruffians when the trapdoor suddenly opened and am going after him now. Some of you had
the prisoner a_ppeared. · He seized one of the better go into the shanty, because my partners
rifles, but Arietta stopped him. She dropped to and Joe Holly are wounded."
the tl.oor with wonderful quickness and tore the
"I'll go with yer, Young Wild West," Million
rifle from his grasp.
Dollar Dick said, as he fl.ouirshed a revolver.
Then Wild swung hard at him with the butt
"Come on, then."
of his rifle and sent the villain back into the
Wild had no idea just where Eye Tooth Jackson
hole below. But•the blow did not stun Screecher had gone. But he depended upon his usual luck
Bill. It maddened him, however, and up he came. to find him. He had been shooting for his life,
But the moment his head appeared Jim Dart, and his two partners had been wounded, which
who had raised sufficiently to act, fired a shot was something rather unusual, since they genfrom his revolver, and that settled the scoundrel. erally managed ·to escape without bein,~ injured
"How did ·that fellow get there, Et?" Wild in the scrimmages they took part in. As the
asked, coolly, as he looked at the opened trapdoor. young deadshot emerged from the thick bushes
"Charlie and Jim placed him there, so he would at the top of the hill that overlooked the mining
be safe. But I am su1·e they tied his hands."
camp, he caught sight of a man running as
"Well, they couldn't have made a very good job though for his life, probably a hundred yar_ds
of it, then, for he had broken the cords, or else a,~ay .. Bef_ore he could drew ~ bead upon him
slipped them. But it's all right. He won't with his nfl.e the man };lad disappeared. But
trouble us any more. Now then, we'll try and - the quick glance he had of him satisfied Wild
fool Ey~ Tooth Jackson. The next time they that it was Eye Tooth Jackson, the man he
shoot I want you to give a scream of pain. They \\·anted.
will think they've hit yon. Then when they fire
"Come on, Dick," he said. "I reckon we can
again I will utter a cry, and then everybody must run as fast as he can."
remain still. It seems strange to me that MilOur hero led the way down the hill, and as
lion Dollar Dick hasn't turned up with some he reached the bottom he again caught sight of
help before this. This is a hot fight, and the thick the fugitive, who seemed to be making for Snapbushes around the shanty makes it possible for per Sam's saloon.
our enemies to creep up close and pepper away
He sprinted now, and soon left Million Dollar
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Dick behind. As he came to the path that led
· past the saloon he saw Eye Tooth Jackson dart
into it. Then he felt confident that he had his
man.
CHAPTER VIII.-Conclusion.
Eye Tooth Jackson had surely carried on a
desperate fight. So venomous did he feel towards
Young Wild West that he never once intended
to go far away from the mining camp, and it was
but natural that he should think of taking possession , of the lone cabin on the hill and making
it a temporary quarters for himself and his men.
He knew he would be seen when he went
there, but he cared nothing for this. His intention was to make a stronghold of the shanty,
and then wait for Young Wild West and his
partners to COl)le, when they could be picked off
by those watcliing inside the building. His plan
was all right, but it had not materialized, anct
when he found himself fleeing with Young Wild
West in hot pursuit, the villain realized "for the
first time that he stood a very poor chance of_
living very long. He had no chance to get a
horse, and becoming desperate, he decided to go
straight to Snapper Sam's saloon and force that
individual to protect him if Young Wild West
followed him there.
It happened that Hop Wah had gone back to
the camp, he thinking that the five villains
would return there. While Hop knew he stood
a chance of being shot at if he happened to run
across them, he thought it better to be on the
wateh, so he might inform our hero and his
partners if the villains really came there. Hop
had not been long in the shanty saloon when he
heard hurried footsteps as though in fear of his
life. As soon as Hop saw who it was approaching he turned to those in the place and said:
"·E ye Tooth Jackso11s allee samee comee velly
_
fastee. Me no wantee him see me, so be."
"Hide right' behind ther bar, then, Hop," Snap•
per Sam called out.
Hop gave a nod and quickly got out of sight,
•Just as the villain sprang through the doorway. He was brandishing a revolver, and his face was
pale, while his eyes glared like those of a:h angry
beast.
"I want to hide somewhere, Snapper," he said,
as he turned and looked over his shoulder. "Young
\Viler West is after me. I reckon ]:Le's ,got my
pards all right, but I don't mean t er let him
shoot me. Snapper, you have got ter take care
of me, an' that's all there is to it. If yer don't,
I'll begin shootin' right here."
"Well, I can't stop yer from hidin' some place,
Eye Tooth," the proprietor answered, rather uneasily. "But don't think that I'm goin' ter be
_
.
responsible for yer."
"Well, if •you tell Young Wild West where I
am, I'll shoot yer. I'm going ter git right behind the bar."
Then the villain made a dive around, and dropping upon his knees, came face to face with
the crouching Chinaman.
"" "You here, heathen?" the scoundrel gasped, as
he tm·ned his revolver upon Hop.
· "Lat light," and then as quick as a flash Hop
seized a pail of water and turned it directly upon
·
his head.
This had the effect of causing Eye Tooth to
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'
drop upon his stomach, while .the revolver fell
from his hand. H9p seized the weapon in a
jiffy, and then he sprang upon his back and
pressed hard upon the back of his neck with both
hands.
"Me gottee, Misler Wild," he called out, just
as our hero sprang into the building. "Hully
uppee ! He kickee velly muchee."
Our hero got behind the bar in· a jiffy, and
found Hop having all he could 1do to keep the
man from overturning him and getting away.
"So here he is, eh? Well, just let go of him.
Hop. I'll take care of him."
The Chinaman was very glad to do this, and
he quickly sprang aside, while Eye Tooth made
an attempt to get upon his feet. But before
he could do so, Wild had him by the thro~t in a
.
·
vise-like grip'.
A quick wrench and the boy pulled him around
the end of the bar and then hurled him to the
center of the room. The remarkable strength of
the boy showed itself at that moment, and it was
with surprise that the miners saw the villain
stagger, and, failing to keep his balance, tumble
to the floor in a heap. But Wild was right after ,
him, and before he could get up again he reached
down and grabbed him by the collar of his shirt.
A quick pull and he was standing upright, his
, hands holding upon the boy's arms •in an effort
to tear himself free.
"Let go your hold on me, Eye Tooth," Wild
said, now quite coolly. "If you don't I will shut
~your wind off."
He slipped his right hand upo:ri the villain's
throat and gave it a squeeze. This was quite
sufficient to make the man obey him.
."Now, then, boys," said 'Wild, turning to the
mmers, "I reckon we have got to have some
place to lock this ·fellow up. He is the only one
left of the five who have been terrorizin:g things
around Big Stocking so long, I want him to be
handled in a lawful way, so the best thing to do
is to lock him up somewhere, so he will be safe
until he can be turned over to the sheriff or
someone else."
"We ain't got no lock-up in ther camp Young
i'7"ild West," Snapper Sam hastened t~ reply. /
The best way ter handle Eye Tooth is ter put
a rope around his neck."
"Not while I'm here," our hero answered
'
sharply. "No lynch law goes with me."
He had pushed his prisoner back to a table no,v
'
and the ,villain was forced to sit upon it.
"See here, Young Wild West," he said with a
gasp, "give me a chance, won't yer? i'n fight
it out wit}l yer. Yer kin fight it out any y,ay
·
yer want to, too."
"Fight him, Wild," . cried Million Dolla'r Dick,
who had reached the scene before this and was
standing in the doorway looking on in a pleased
way. "You licked me mighty easy, an' I'm sartin
you kin .knoclk ther stuffin' out of him in about
half a minute. -I'm mighty sartin I could lick
-him myself."
"See here, Dick," said Wild, "if you mean what
you say I'll· let you and Eye Tooth have a round
or ~wo right here. That will pass the time away
until the rest get here. I know it won't be very
long before they all come down. Hop can go
and meet them and tell them that I have got the
last of the scoundrels."
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"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me hully velly (
muchee quickee, so ·be," and the clever Chinee
hastily left the shanty.
Eye Tooth Jackson seemed to possess his oldtime courage again. Probably he might have
thought that in case he whipped Million Dollar
Dick he might be allowed to go free.
"I ain't afraid ter fight no one livin'," he declared, as Wild relieved him of his other gun
and took the long-bladed knife from his belt.
"All right, you kin fight me, then. Let go of
him now, Wild. I'm ready," said Dick, as he
stepped to the center of the room and squared
.
himself.
"Oh, I'll fight all right," and so saying, the
wretch gathered himself together and then struck
out savagely at his opponent.
. It may have been that Dick had profited by
hi8 experience with our hero. Anyhow, he was
rather ca\ll!ous, and he succeeded in ducking several swings before he attempted to close in with
his man. When he did get close enough he hit
out st:raight from the shoulder with both right
and left, and one of the blows catching Eye Tooth
squarely on the chin, sent him to the floor with
a bang that jarred the building.
"Wow!" cried the reputed heir to a million
dollars, "this is what I call old times. "Whoopee,
whoopee! Git up an' fight you slab-sided galoot."
"I reckon you have knocked him out, .Dick," our
hero said, as he stood over the fallen man.
"There's no need of battering him all to pieces.
He's got a coup]e of lumps there that he'll carry
for a few days, anyhow. I doubt if his face
will be like it should be much before yours is
that way."
"Well, I've got tlier satisfaction of knowin' he
didn't hurt my face. It was you who done that,
Wild," and Dick grinned, showing how pleased he
was at his success.
Our hero assisted Eye Tooth to his chair.
"You don't know how to fight very well," he
said, shaking his head.
"Well, maybe I kin shoot better," was the reply.
"I'll go out an' shoot it out with you."
"No, you won't. I have done enough for · today, and I want you to be sent to prison. If I
were to go outside and shoot it out with you
you won't live more than a few seconds. You
know that pretty well, too."
In a few minutes the rest of the crowd appeared, among them being Arietta and Wild's
two partners, who were both walking along rather
fE.ebly. Jim Dart's face wa's very pale, but the
scout seemed to be quite himself again, though
he declared that there was still a feeling "like
pins an' needles stickin'"'in him" over his entire
body. Joe Holly was really the worst wounded
of the three. It would be a few weeks before
he would be himself again, for when a bullet
passes through a man's arm there is bound to
be a sore spot there for a long time to come.
"Gentlemen," said our hero, as Arietta looked
in the doorway, "I want you all to know that
I had a hot time of it while shooting for my
life in the shanty on the hill. If it had not been
for the able assistance of the girl you see standing there, the chances are I would have been
beaten, for Million Dollar Dick was a long time
getting there with you. However, everything has
turned out all right, and I am haun to see that

my partners are alive and in pretty fair condition again. Now then, I think it wi.ll be fitting
for me to propose three chers for Arietta Murdock, the bravest little girl in the West."
Wild then removed his hat and waved it over
hfr head, and the cheers rang out from the throats
of the miners until the rafters of the buildinJ
fairly trembled. Arietta blushed and smiled, and
then turned to meet Anna and Eloise, who had
now come upon the scene.
"There ain't goin' ter be no mo1·e work done
to-day, boys," Joe Holly cried, when something
like order had been restored. "Set 'em up for
everybody, Snapper. I got shot to-day for ther
second time in my life, an' I'm proud of it. If
you could have seen how Young Wild West an'
that gal plugged away with their rifles in ther
shanty up there, you'd have wondered if it was
real. They didn't only have tel' fight them what
was outside hidin' themselves, but one of tjier
galoots was under ther house. He had been put
there with his hands tied, but in some way he
got loose an' raised ther trapdoor. He grabbed
a rifle, but ther gal yanked it away from him
in double-quick tjme. Then Jim Dart put an
end to ther galoot, which was Screecher Bill.
Yer all know that four of 'em have been laid
out, an' that Eye Tooth Jackson is ther fifth one
of ther gang. Young Wild West says he's got
ter · be sent to jail, an' I'm gg_in' ter help see
that it's done."
"Hooray, hooray!" shouted Snapper Sam, and
then the crowd broke into another cheer.
Holly took it for granted that it was for him,
and he bowed his acknowledgmertts and stepped
fo the bar. Our hero and his companions did not
wait to see the crowd served, but quickly went
to their camp, taking the prisoner with- them
f?r Wild did not mean that he should be lynched'.
Eye Tooth J~ckson was tied securely to a tree,
and then leavmg the rest in charge of hi:\11, Wild
went back. He soon learned that the nearest
town where there was a jail was something like
thirty miles away.
· "Well, boys," he said to the mine rs "I reckon
we'll take the prisoner over there. it's in this
same county, isn't it?"
"Yes, that's right," Snapper Sam answered. "I
r eckon I'll go with yer. I've got a little business
over that way, anyhow. Are yer goin' right
now?"
. "Yes, there is · no need of waiting. We did
mtend to stay .qere until to-morrow morning, but
I reckon we have done all we can here."
Then the honest miner proposed another cheer
and it was given with a will. Half an hour late;
Ye>ung Wild West and his friends were riding
a,~•ay from the town. They had the prisoner
with them, of course, and were accompanied by
Snapper Sam and four of the miners, who had
suddenly remembered that they needed something
at the town. There is no need of describing
the journey to the town. Suffice it to say that
in due time they arrived there and that Eye Tooth
Jackson was quickly locked up where he would
be safe until he had a trial.
Thus ended the adventure which we have called
"Young Wild -West Shooting for His Life."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND '18-KARAT DAN'; or, THlil
DANDY 'BAD' :\'dAN OF GILT EDGE.•

'
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CURRENT NEWS
PERMANENT TOBACCO FIELD ·
In East Drumore, Pa., on the farm o-f G. H.
Raub, there is a small field that has been planted
to tobacco for thfrty-four years in succes~ion,
from which good crops have always been harvested.
BREEDING ZEBRAS
A farm near Millbrook, N. Y., is to be devoted,
in part at least, to bre'eding zebras. The animals
are l)andsome and, while not specially adapted
for riding or heavy draft like the horse, are docile
in harness and are very showy.
SELLS HIS LIFE SAVINGS FOR TWENTY,
FIVE CENTS
Abraham Sohn, a grocer, of St. Louis1 Mo.,
sold to W. H. Cole for 25 cents his life savings,
which amounted to more a hun $500.
Cohn had been placing his savings into a can

of tea for safe keeping and put the can with the
remainder of the stock in the case.
In the morning rush Cohn picked up by mistake the can in which he had his savings and sold
it to Cole. The money was returned. ·

---

HARNESSING THE VOLCANO
It is proposed to make extensive drillings into
the great active volcano of Kilauea (Hawaii) in
an endeavor to determine the heat of the volcano,
the quantity of steam underneath, the mineral
constituents, and the solution · of other relative
questions. Borings are to be undertaken at the
sulphur banks, at' several places in the bottom of
the crater, and in the region of ~cent lava flows
at Kau Desert. It is intended to penetrade the
surface where the lava flows are of known date,
so as to learn what changes of temperature underground have taken place with the passage of
time .

•

ARE YOU READING

MYSTERY MAGAZINE?
I

Get a copy of ,No. 148, out on all newsstands. It contains a wonderful feature detective story entitled

"HOUNDED"
And it was written by FRANK BLIG HTON, one of the best authors of detective fiction in the world.

It also contains the opening; chapters of

"THE HAUNTED HOTEL"
By JOE BURKE
One of the most mysterious stories ev er written.
IN ADDITION THERE ARE THE FOLLOWING BRIGHT DETECTIVE STORIES:
"THE CONSOLATION NECKLACE." by Ben Gross; "DOUBLE DEATH," by Arthur W.
Witt; "WHEN PARTNERS PART," by Ernest A . Phillips; "THE IDAHO ACE," by James
W. Egan.

And a fine article •about detective work called

"THE CRIMINAL'S NEW ENEMY"
By CARL H. GETZ

Do not fail · to read these interesting stories. The price is 10 ct.s. a copy!
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OUT FOR A JOB
-

Or, -

The Adventures of an Office Boy
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER IV.-(Continued).
The third week found business livelier, howeve_r.
On Monday there came two letters from Brazil,
and after Mr. Abanao had read them he informed
Gus that each contained large orders and that he
was going out to fill them.
For the rest of the week salesmen in all sorts
of lines came and went, goods of many so_rts were
constantly arriving, and Gus ~ad ~o receive them
and stow the packages away m the back room.
This kept up till Saturday, but two weeks later
these packages had not been even marked, and
Gus had no idea when or to. whom they were going to be shipped.
There were weeks of absolute idleness, except
for a few routine tasks which Gus had set for
himself. Mr. Abanao seldom asked him to do
anything.
.
,
Taken altogether, Gus found his _employer a
most mysterious character. Indeed, time hung_ so
,peavy on the boy's hands that :tie began ansy,rermg
advertisements by letter, hopmg to find another
job. During these weeks he had not heard a word
from Jack Liverpool.
Jobs are not so easily picked up in this fashion,
as Gus well knew, and the office boy had met with
no success when on Wednesday of the fifth week,
just as M;. Abanao was lea~ng l'.'-t his usual ea_!lY
hour a messenger boy came m with a letter which
thre~ the old man into a great rage.
He began swearing in Portuguese, he stamped
about the office muttering to himself, calming
down a little at last, and then, though still evidently very much agitated, he turned to Gus and
s~d:
.
"Listen Gus. I am called to Boston on important private business and don't know how long I
shall be gone. Now is the time for you to show
your faithfulness to me and earn the money I
have paid you, for, of course, you have done next
to nothing since you came here. Not that I am
finding any fault. You have done all J have '!-sked
or the i,ituation required, and more. I thmk I
can trust you to faithfully execute any command
I may give 'you. Is it not ~o ?"
.
"You certainly can," replied Gus, emphatically,
for, in spite of ~is excitement, Mr. Abanao's man'\er wa.:i most fnendly.
"D,1 you know the south shore of Long Island?"
was then abruptly asked.
,
Gus replied that he did not, that he had never
been beyond Rockaway ..
"So much the better," sai_d Mr. Abanao, then;
"if you have never been there, then no one down
that way knows you. Listen. On a small island
in the Great South Bay I have a little fishing box

where I sometimes live in the summer months. Of
course it is closed up now. Here is the key. In
order to get over to this island, you will have to
hire a boat at Eastport, something which can always be done. Here are twenty dollars for expenses. About the boat, ask fo1· Mr. Steers."
Gut took the key and the money and waited
for what was to some next; but instead of continuing and explaining himself, Mr. Abanao again
began pacing the floor and muttering in Portuguese. From the strong resemblance of that language to Spanish, Gus was able now and then to
catch a word.
"Terrible risk," was said; again it was "He's
only a boy"; later: "But go I must."
The old man seemed to have forgotten Gus's
presence, until all at once he caught himself up,
and exclaimed :
"Excuse me, Gus. I'm so shaken up by a piece
of bad news that I hardly know what I'm doing.
It's like this: Any time from to-night on I am
liable to receive a wireless dispatch at this office.
It may even come in the middle of the night, and
I was intending to sleep here to-night on the
lounge. You will do that?"
"Yes, sir."
"Good. If the dispatch comes, open it. It it
reads 'The dog is dead,' that's enough; there is
nothing further for you to do. But if it consists of the single word 'Tamarinde,' you will run
down to Eastport by the first train-better get
a timetable now-go out to my fishing box, and
remain there until a bbat comes to the landing
accompanied by a man, who will ask for me. You
are to hand him a letter which I shall give you.
He will give you in return three jars of tamarinds-you know what they are?"
"Why, no, sir."
"A sort of tropical fruit made into a thick preserve. On no account are you to open these jars.
You will bring them to New York and deliver
them at an address which I a m going to give you.
I hope you have closely followed me."
"Yes, sir. I have followed every word."
"Good! I will write the letter."
He sat down at the desk and wrote a few lines
which he sealed in a plain envelope and started ..;
to address it, when he suddenly threw down the
pen.
"It is not necessary that you should know the
name," he said. "The man who will deliver the
three jars of tamarinds has a big wart on his
nose. You will know him by that. Deal with no
one else-see?"
"Yes, sir."
"If any one else comes to the house, you are
simply the caretaker and know nothing of me or
my business-understand?"
"Yes, sir."
1
"And the man with the wart on his nose geta
the letter."
"Yes, sir."
"Take it. Keep it carefully. Now, then, for
that address.
On a bit of plain paper Mr. Abanao then wrote:

.

....

"Mr. Peter Van Klompen, 213 Anastaria street,
The Bl'Onx."
"Know where that street is?" he asked.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
SIXTY- MILE SKI-SLI DE OPENED
The longest ski-slide in the world, extendin g
over sixty miles, has been opened in Sweden. The
course is laid out on an old road winding through
the hills of a beautifu l forest.
HERMI T'S LIFE SAVING S OF $9,000
ARE LOST
Joseph Hull, who lived alone, never had faith
in banks, had been saving his money about his
log cal;lin at Unionpo rt, N. J., for many years.
Every week he put part of his salary away in
the hiding-p lace in the- kitchen, under the floor
near the chimney . As the deposit grew he watched
it closer and closer, until it exceeded $9,000. Each
thousand was in a roll by itself,, bound with a
rubber band. In a strong canvas bag were the
silver and gold coins that he had not changed
into bills.
.
He counted the tenth roll of bills the other
night and there · was $184 in it. That was in
addition to the other nine rolls._ each totaling
$1,000. He put the money b_a ck under the floor.
He felt drowsy and, after fixmg the coal fire, sat
in a chair nearby to take a nap, but he slept
longer than he intended and had neglecte d to look
after the stove, which had become overheat ed
and set fire to the place.
When Hull, who is more than 60 years of age,
was finally awakene d it was too late to reach the
hiding-p lace, because the flames were there ahe_ad
of him. Neighbo rs, in response to Hull's cnes
for the firemen, sent a call to Phillipsb urg, three
miles away but before the apparatu s reached the
house the flames had destroye d it, together with
Hull's life's savings.
·
A MOUNT AIN OF SOAP
A whole mountai n of soap has been found in
the northern part of Arkapsa s by 3: mining e!lgineer, Elmer Bird, who thmks the discover y will
add greatly to the mineral wealth of the State.
Mr. Bird, who has charge of the laborat? ry of
the Enginee ring Explorat ion C?mpan}", with _offices at Little Rock, says the mmeral l'S sapomte ,
a natural soap, and that s1:1ch a vast b~d has
been discover ed that it is believed to contam several hundred thousand tons.
_
So great is the faith in this mineral as a soap
that plans have practical ly been com~lE;ted for
the formatio n of a company for the mmmg and
converti ng of the mineral into a cleaning powder
and placing it on the market.
.
Saponite is C<?~posed largelf o~ magnesm m,
aluminum and silicate, a combma tion known to
have great cleaning qualities .
. The discover y of the mineral was purely accidental. While making an assay of ore small particles of the mineral collected on Mr. Bird's hands.
While washing his hands he noticed that the mineral lathered and function ed as soap.
Knowing that a great bed of the mineral was
in the northern part of the State, Mr. Bird began
to make tests and found it to be saponite . According to best referenc es saponite is not known
to occur anywher e else in the United States.

LOST IN ONTAR IO WILDS FOR THREE
WEEKS
Woodsm en on one of their rare pilgrima ges out
of the wilderne ss in quest of supplies brought to
Algoma, Ont., the story of a man who lives in a
log hut out near Michipic oten, fighting for life
under the crude ministre tion of lumberja cks after
having wandere d in the wilds, lost, starved and
frozen, for twenty-o ne days.
The man, nearly a skeleton , covered by tattered
rags and walking on bleedini feet, was picked
up by two prospect ors one day last week and
carried into camp. When his mind cleared he
told them he was Merril Faro of Montrea l and
recounte d a series of experien ces which caused
his rescuers to wonder that he still lived.
Four weeks ago Faro started out from a camp
deep in the timber to fell trees for pulpwood.
At dusk he started back to camp, but lost the
trail. On Oct. 26 his fellow lumberja cks organized searchin g parties and sent scouts to outlying
camps. They thought he was headed along Lake
Huron no Sault Ste. Marie, but he did not appear
there.
•
All ~his time Faro was wanderi ng over hundreds of miles, hemmed in by hills, baffled by
lakes, rivers and swamps. He staggere d on without compass , matches or gun. He was reduced
from a lusty man of 180 pounds to almost a skeleton. He gnawed at vines, leaves and shrubs. Once
he .caught a partridg e with his hands.
He was more dead than alive when the nrnspectors stumbled upon him , only a few miles from
the camp which had reported him missing.
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INTER.ESTING RADIO NEWS AND HINTS
PAINT AND VARNISH
The use of paint should be ·avoided :-4n radio
work. Even varnish should be left alone, as both
of these will form an imperfect dielectric and
increase distributed capacity, thereby lowering
the efficiency of the set. This pertains to the
making of coils such as tuning coils, variometer
and couplers.
BAD CONDENSERS
A short circuit in a :fixed condenser or variable
condenser may be easily detected by aid of a dry
cell and telephone receiver. If a loud click is
heard in the phones when placed in series with
the condenser, it is a sure sign that the condenser
ip short circuited somewhere. Usually in the
variable type this can be easily detected by looking over the plates to find out where one plate is
touching another.
GET RID OF INTERFERENC E
A regenerative receiving set acts as a miniature transmitter, and if carelessly handled will
cause interference. ]dany of the howls heard in
the phones are not due to the receiving set, but
to some neighbor turning the dials of his set\
Much of this trouble can be eliminated by burning the :filament of the detector at minimum brilliancy to hear the desired concert. This will not
only prevent interference but will give the tube
and batteries longer life.
.
USE A SIMPLE TUNER
A simple means of tuning a crystal detector
set is afforded by the variometer, a piece of apparatus widely known as one of the instruments
that comprise a form of regenerative receiving
set. This pfece of apparatus in its simplest form
is easr to make; the parts necessary for its const.ruction may usually be picked up about the
house.
A tube made fro_µi an ordinary oatmeal box
will serve nicely as the fixed coil or stator. This
should be about four inches in length and two
and one-half inches in diameter. The rotor should
be made from a smaller tube of the same material but smaller in order that it may · rotate
~reely inside of the stator.

,

WIRED WIRELESS COMMUNICAT ION
A publication giving an introduction to the
wired wireless or fine radio communication has
recently been prepared under the direction of the
chief signal officer with the co-operation of the
Bureau of Standards. This pamplet gives an
explanation of how messages are carried to distant points by radio-frequency currents directed
over wires such as ordinary telephone lines or
power lines. The fundamental principles of radio
and its relations to line radio telegraphy and telephony are also discussed. This pamphlet is "Introduction of Line Radio Communication, " Signal
Corps Radio Communication Pamphlet No. 41, a
copy of which may be obtained for 10 cents f•m
the Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. O.

. A DANGEROUS STUNT
Audio frequency amplifying transformers have
a very annoying habit of blowing out most unexpectedly, even when the value of "B" battery
used is below normal. The fan will without
thinking condemn the particular brand he has
as a poor one, but the fault is just as likely to
·
be his own.
If a transformer does not blow out the :first
time it _is connected in a circuit there is no reason why it should ever blow, providing, of course,
that an excess of plate voltage is not app1ied. One
good reason why many reputable instruments go
dead is that the plate circuit is often opened t oo
suddenly. If the tube :filaments are lighted at
the usual operating temperature, this action will
cause the development of a very high voltage in
the transformer windings. This "inductive kick''
voltage, as it is popularly known, lasts only an
instant, but that is usually time enough for the
very fine wire to burn out.
To avoid such accidents, the rheostats should
be turned down before the telephone plug is removed. If a habit is made of this practice, the
amplifier will work without trouble.
1

f'

NOW THE RADIO PLAY J
Radio Dramas have been broadcasted by the
WGY station of the General Electric Company
at Schenectady for . nearly a year. During that
period the little group of WGY players have had
the largest audiences ever before accorded drama tic offerings. There are at least 2,000,000 radio
sets in the country, .and of that number 1,500,0u0
are almost nightly within range of WGY. From
the very first the radio drama has been a success. Mr. Edward H . Smith, formerly an actor
and director on the professional stage, has been
handing this feature of the WGY programs. Mr.
Smith and his players have pioneered in the art
of the radio drama; they have had to develop a
new technique; It has been found necessary to
make occasional changes in play manuscrips, f.specially where a climac depended upon sight for ~its appreciation. The entrance to or departure
from a room by one of the characters has to be
indicated by sound, as a closing door. A bell
helps somewhat in announcing a newcomer to the
invisible stage. Various sound devices have been
created to produce atmosphere. A telegraph key
and an imitation of an engine whistle have helped
in a railwav station scene. Storms have been
stimulated by devices similar to those used on
the stage.
CONTROLLING GENERATION

If the grid and plate circuits of a vacuum tube

are coupled together so that the energy can be
fed back from the plate circuit into the grib
circuit the tube will oscillate. When a tube oscillates it serves as a transmitter and is of no value for receiving. To be of u se for reception
the circuit must be so adjusted tl1at the tube is
just at the point of oscillating.. How to recogniige the critical point is a puzzle to many.
The easiest way to determine whether the tube
is oscillating is to short . circuit the grid con-
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denser with a piece of wire, and touch the grid Ther efore in order to apply dry
to these
terminal of the socket. If a distinct click is tubes a combinatio n of dry cells incells
series is reheard in the phqnes when the finger touches the quired in order to obtain the correct voltage.
terminal and another click when it is removed,
the circuit is oscillating.
VOLT AGE CONTROL
There is no oscillation without 1·egeneratio n.
Regenerati on is controlled by the tickler; · the
The various detector tubes require careful adamount of current flowing in the filament circuit, justment of the plate battery for their proper
the amount of plate voltage and, -in some sets, operation. There are no two tubes that possess
chiefly radio frequency, a potentiome ter is em- the same characteris tic either in the filament curployed to kee,,., the amplifying tubes just below rent or plate supply. It is easy for any one to
the point of oscillation. Adjustmen t of the plate make adjustment s on the filament since the rheovariometer or other means of feed-back; regula- states give fine control of' the current; in fact,
tion of the "A" battery rheostat and by adding , for micrometer adjustment vernier rheostat may
or removing "B" batteries from the circuit play be employed.
important parts in the reception of clear music.
Vernier rheostats in some cases have an extra
arm built on the same shaft as the regular arm
and travel over a single wire .tightening around
THE JAPANES E RADIO LINK
The radio telegraph circuit between the United the body of the instrument . Other rheostats of
States and Japan is operated continuous ly, carry- the micrometer type are composed of a carbon
ing a large portion of the trans-pacif ic telegraph resistance embodying the principle of compressed
traffic. When the recent disastrous · earthquake c'brbon granules.
devastated Tokio and Yokohama the radio service
High voltage batteries referred to as plate batwas not interrupted . The first news of the disas- t~ries or B batteries can be' had in tapped or unter came to the United States over this radio cir- tapped form. The tapped battery has five or
cuit, and for several days thereafter the most more taps fastened in a composition of wax.
complete dispatches describing the extent of the Each one of these posts is connected 1:o a cell in
losses and damage came via the Radio Corpora- the battery so that by connecting leads to differtion se.,rvice. There are several Japanese stations ent posts various values of voltage can be seworking with American. First, there is the Iwaki cured. There is also an additional post in the
radio system, owned and operated by the Jap- corner of the battery which is the other connecanese Governmen t, comprising a transmittin g tion of the battery, usually the negative post.
In order to jump from one post to another, a
station at Haranomac hi and a receiving station
at Tomioka. The geReral location of these sta- test clip of some form can be used, but it is more
tions were determined by the comparativ e free- convenient to put five contact points on a switch
doom of the district. from seismic disturbance s. arm on the panel of the set in which condition
The transmittin g aerial at Haranomac hi is of the variation of voltage may be obtained by simthe umbrella type, supported by a self-suppor ting ply turning the arm or knob. This entails a
central tower and an outer ring of 18 spliced, little work, but is compensate d for by the ease
guyed wooden masts ·at a radius af 1,300 feet. and rapidity with which tubes can be tested to
The central tower is a reinforced concrete tube determine the relative efficiency of different types.
If the switch arm is so wide or the contact
660 feet high, 57 feet in outside diameter at the
base and 14 feet outside diameter at the top. The points so close together that the blade touches
wooden masts in the outer ring are 250 feet two posts at the same time the cell between these
posts will be short circuited. Care, then, should
high and consist of three sections.
be taken to see that the points are kept apart
from each other.
TUBES FIT BATTERI ES
Another valuable piece of
Dry cells ar·e· used extensively for vaccum tube added to a vacuum tube outfitapparatus to be
is the battery
filament current by amateurs who do not care potentiome ter. This give fine adjustment
to the
for the storage battery.
tube and is most important when employed with
The dry battery is a fairly good substitute, but radio frequency sets. The battery
potentiome ter
its use is not advised except with certain tubes comes in two sizes-200
and 400 ohms. The
because these cells soon become exhausted and 200 ohms is satisfactor y ohms
when used with straight
must be replacee. This continual replacemen t regenerativ e receivers. The
of the winding
~con mounts up to the cost of a storage battery. are connected directly across·ends
the A or filament,
A number of flashlight batteries may be con- lighting battery while the arm
is the common
n. cted and used for the plate voltage of the tube. post for the input and output circuits
Different uses require different values of vol- The potentiome ter, despite its high of the tube.
resistance,
t :.:.6e and amperage. A vacuum tube of the stor- acts as a drain. on the battery, therefoi:e
to do
1:g~ batt ery type requires the pressure of 6 volts
away with this loss
is essential to have the
a.id a filament current of one ampere. Recently instrument connected itonly
the set is in
U1 2re has appeared on the market other tycs of operation. For this reason awhen
double pole switchtubes that require smaller voltages and a lesser ing arrangeme nt is made.
filament current. Dry cells can be used successBefore making any adjustment s set the arm
fully with these tubes.
at the middle of the winding. Then proceed to
Most dry cell tubes require a small amount of experiment with the other tube controls.
filament current but the voltage must be watch- in for a while and move the potentiome Listen
ter arm
ed. In the case of the UV201 A and C301 A slowly until signal strength is
The
tube a 6 volt battery will have to be secured effect of this movement may beincreased.
and used ·with a resistance of 30 ohms. This stations, but it is noticeabel on thesmall on local
weak dilltant
also applies to UV199 tube when using 6 volts. ones.
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THE
SOLVE
PROBLEM
OF
SPEAKING
FILM
Two Dan ish civil engineers, M. Axel Petersen
and M. Arnold Pouisen, demonstrated before an
audience of prominent persons in Copenhagen a
few days ago, a new invention by which the problem of a " speaking film" is solved.
The human voice is photographed by a special
method on a separate film, which is not connected
with the picture film . Thus t he voice film can be
handled separately, whi!!h is r ega rded as a great
advantage.
The audience was much impressed by the results demonstra ted by the invent ors. Prof. P. 0.
P edersen, Direct or of the Polytechnic High
School, Copenhagen, who worked with M. Valdema r Poulsen (a pioneer ,of wir eless telegraphy),
declares that the problem has been solved and in
t he only possible wa y.
·

DANES

, HARRY E. WOLFF,
~
Publisher, Inc,,
166 W. 23d St., N. Y.
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ITEI\'1S OF INTEREST

LAUGHS

POOR EYESIGHT AMONG EMPLOYEES
Examination of 10,000 employees in factories
found 53 per cent. with uncorrected, faulty vi ~ion.
Of 675 employees in a typewriter company 58 per
cent. were founp to be in need of glasses. Among
3,000 employees in a paper-box factory the percentage of normal was only 28.

The Janitor-How did you come ter lose yer
job"/ Ex-Office Boy- Mine and the boss's grandmother died on the same day.

LEATHER MADE OF EXPLOSIVES
The latest exploit of Henry Ford is to buy 35,000,000 pounds of deteriorating cordite gunpowder at one-fifth war-time quotations, and use it
for making artificial leather. Besides halving the
cost of leather, of which 25 ,000 square yards are
turned out daily, thi s a lso releases for ot her purposes more than a million gallons of benzol annually.
INSECTS

EATING UP SAGHALIEN
FORESTS
During 1921 the forests of the southern half
of Saghalien (Japan) have suffered severely from
an insect known as matsukemushi (lasiccampidae). According to information obtained from the
company owning the greater portion of .the forests by Vice Consul Broomall, Yokohama, 85,750
acres of timber were destroyed by this in sect during last year, .or about 300,000,000 cabic feet of
standing timber. It is reported th:.t some of the
timber can still be used if cut within a yea r.
SLAYS TWO BI G GRIZZLIES
Ma jor Car ter, local r esident of Ashl and, Ore.,
member of a Gove1nment survey pa rty operati1:6
in the Mount McLaughlin region, met two enormous grizzly bears while making his way to a section stake for da ta for the chief of pa rty. The
bears were 100 yards distant from him and t he
point of encounter was in a region barren of trees,
vegetation and rocks.
With no other alternative Carter- opened fire
with a small 25-20 rifle. He killed one of the grizzlies with the first shot. The other advanced toward Carter to within twenty-five yards, where
the fifth shot hit a vital spot and felled him.

Miss Young-In Turkey a woman doesn't know
her husband until after she's married him. Mrs.
Wedd-Why mention Turkey especially?
Bud-I was talking to your girl yesterday. Jim
-A:i:e you sure you were doing the talking? Bud
-Yes. Jim-Then it wasn't my girl. ,
He-Just one kiss, please: She-If r let you
kiss me once you'll want to kiss me again. HeNo, I won't. She-Then you don't deserve to kiss
me at all.
Some one had left a button on the table in the
restaurant in place of a tip. "Ah, well," philosophized the waiter, "ever ything comes to him
who waits."
Mrs. Muldooly-Th' throuble wid my husband is
that he niver sticks to an y wan thing more'n a
week. Mr. McGroggin-Yez do him injoostice,
Mrs. Muldooly. Oi never sa w a firmer man than
your husband phwin it \!Omes- to a strike. ·
"You must have had some st rong inspirat ion
when you wrote this poem." "Verily," said the
poet, "I had." " And what was it, may I ask?"
" A dispossess notice."
She-You are very kind to invite me to go

si, ighing, but-did your horse ever run away?
He-Of ten. You see, I am careless about horses,
and often let the reins fall to the bottom of the
lei~h and drive with my feet. She- I'll go.

Jack-You say you' fell from a ladder and were
painfully inju red? Why don't you file a claim
on your insurance company? Clarence-I would,
bu c you see it wasn 't exactly an acciden t. I was
planning to elope with Mabel and I mistook her
father's .1·oom for hers.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
GIRL KILLED WHILE JOKING
"I couldn't commit suicide if I wanted to,"
nineteen-year-ol d Rafale Manfredonia of No. 3203
,vilkinson avenue, t he Bronx, gayly exclaimed to
her sister, Eva, thirteen, the other night as she
pressed the muzzle of an automatic pistol to her
right temple and pulled the trigger.
There was a report and a bullet ploughed
through her brain. Eva ran screaming from the
house. Patrolman Mischler of the Westchester
station summoned an ambulance from Fordham
Hospital, but Rafale was dead.
Eva told the police Rafale, impressed by stories
of robberies in the neighborhood, had purchased
the revolver for protection without letting her
parents know anything about it.
CHAMPfON HEN SCORES WITH 276 FOR
A YEAR
Nebraska's ch~pion hen, Queen of Cherrycroft, laid 276 eggs in a contest lasting a year,
which has just been finished. She defeated other
high-powered layers from several States of the
nation, shattering a former record of 272 eggs
established some years ago. The contest was conducted under the auspices of the University of
Nebraska Agricultural College.
Queen of Cherrycroft is a white Leghorn belonging to John W. Welch, who operates a big
poultry farm near Omaha. A barred rock owned
by Mrs. H. C. Kleinsmith, Hoff, Ore., was second
in the contest with 265 eggs.
Nebraska has a hen population of 11,615,257,
producing 50,000,000 dozen eggs annually. The
poultry and egg industry is worth $35,000,000 a
year to Nebraska.
NATURAL WOOD WITH ARTIFICIAL TINT
Many of our most famous woods are known by
their colors. Ebony wood, we know, is black. Walnut is a brownish-black and mahogany is red.
• Were :We to go into a furniture store to purchase
a walnut table we should be considerably surp·rised
if the merchant were to attempt to sell U':' a table
made from a greenish-colored wood and tell us
that it was walnut. W'd probably walk out and
brand him as several .kinds of a liar. But he
might be perfectly truthful. The "black" walnut
might be green, or, con:versely, the green wood
might be "black" walnut.
Science has discovered that the· wood of growing trees may be colored with aniline dyes so that
tinted lumber will be produced several months
later when the tree is cut and sawed. A slanting
hole is bored through the foot of the tree trunk
, 1 nd into this is poured a dye solution, filling the
hole to the brim. The natural circulatory system of the tree absorbs the dye and distributes it
to every cell, so that-when the timber is sawed
the wood is tented. It is said that almost any
color may be effected in this way, so don't be astonished if your furniture de~er tells you that a
table made from a green wood is "black" walnut
or ,e bony or mahogany. He ~ay bP right.

PAINTING OF CHRIST WINS LIBERTY FOR
COUNTERFEI TER
A mural painting in the chapel in the Federal
Penitentiary, Atlanta, Ga., won freedom for Max
Sasonoff, former member of the Metropolitan
Opera Company. After serving a year and a half
of a three-year sentence for counterfeiting, Sasonoff walked out of the prison gates the other
morning, paroled.
"Jesus Ministering Unto the Helpless" is the
title of Sasonoff's painting, and many critics
have characterized it as one of the finest examples of mural paining in this country.
Visitors to the prison have taken great interest in it, with the result that efforts were made
to obtain a· pardon or a parole for Sasonoff.
Of Russian birth, he studied under noted European operatic teachers and sang with Chaliapin
and Caruso on the Continent. He was a member
of the Metropolitan Opera Company for some
time and achieved considerable reputation as a
painter, exhiiibing several canvasses.
Sasonoff was convicted in · New York of preparing plates for a counterfeit bank note. His
defense was that he was compelled by a relative
to complete the plates after he had discovered the
use to which they were to be put and had refused
to finish.
MOST SENSITIVE OF INSTRUMENT S
Rezparkable progress has been made during the
past decade in the development of scientific instruments of unusual sensitivity. It is now possible to measure the ten-thousandth part of an mch,
and so accurate have our scientific instruments become that the parts of engines must be calibrated
to this precision. Another machine exists with
which it is possible to rule nearly 30,000 lines in
the space of an inch.
One of the greatest accomplishments of makers
of astronomical instruments is the invention of a
highly polished mirror, made of metal, which
splits a single beam of light into seven separate
beams, each of a different color. The seven beams
in themselves constitute a single white beam.
Another instrument is so sensitive th~t it responds to the heat of a man's body at a distance
of 200 yards. · Other instruments have been developed and are now in use for the detection of
lies. It is thought that when a man tells a lie
his heart undergoes a Slight change in its rhythmic beat, due to his ner1',es, and these instruments
are so delicate that they will indicate the change,
however slight, that takes place.
We recently read of a machine so delicate in its
precision that it will inscribe a message of several
hundred words on the head of a pin. A manuscript of several thousand words in length might
be thus inscribed on the head of a shoe nail. The
purpose of such fine writing might be questioned,
but one of the uses for it would seem to be in time
of war.
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HERE AND THERE
amounted to four parts in one million. Certain
~animals such as the snake have long been known
to have some c0p:,,er in their blood which gav:e it
the blue colo1·. le acts in the same way the iron
acts in the blood of higher animals: it is a carrier
of oxygen to the tissues. The part zinc _plays in
the animal body has not been a~certamed, ~though it is assumed that it functions as_ an aid
to the digestive flu ids. Zinc apparentlr is. ~ore
widely distributed than copper, for the mv4:stigator fount! it in two higher animals belongmg to
ihe group of mammals, namely, the sea lion and
SHOT BY BROTHER
the whale· the latter showed no trace of copper
While at target practice in the back-yard of his in its body.
·
home, No. 481 Mamaroneck avenue, Mamaroneck,
N. Y., the other afternoon, Henry Stone, eighteen, was shot 'by his brother, Franklin, twenty- THE BREEZIEST SPOT ON, THE ATLANTIC
.
COAST
two. The rifle, a .22 calibre repeater, was accidentally discha:nged while being loaded.
The
first
part
of
the
on the vegetaThe accident was witnessed by their mother, tion of Long Island, byresearches
Norman Taylor, curator
Mrs. Michael Hogan, wife of an official of the
plants at the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens, has
White Plains Water Department. She rushed to of
recently been published as a part of Volume II of
the yard to find Henry unconscious and his brother the Brooklyn Botanic Garden "Memoirs." This
bending over him.
part deals with the vegetation of Montauk, the
At the Portchester Hospital, where the bullet peninsula at the eastern end of the south fluke
was removed, it was said Henry had been struck of Long Island, a region of great interest from
in the right groin. Though tne wound is danger- .
geological and meteorological as '".ell
ous, his probably will recover. Franklin was ar- aasbotanical,
an historical point of view. In an attractive
rested on a technical charge of assault and re-- literary style Mr. Taylor describes the condition
leased in the <;ustody of his parents.
on the peninsula as far back as historical records
go and brings the account up to the present with
THREE ROOMS AND BATH ON WHEELS
. prognostications as td the future.
One of the striking novelties of the Paris Salon
One of the main points of interest is the conwas a large automobile bungalow built by Auto- tinual struggle for domination between grassmobile -Industrielles Saurer. The wheelbase of lands and forest. On the bleak, open downs, exthis large machine is thirty feet. Bedrooms for isting climatic conditions, especially the wind,
three people are provided besides a bathroom, a makes forest growth impossible.
Mr. Taylor
kitchen with a good-size range and other conven- states that Montauk is the windiest place on the
iences. The driver sits in an armchair in the Atlantic coa.;t, the wind movement there averagfront room and controls a sixty-horse-power en- ing .155,975 miles per year which is nearly double
gine capable of propelling this monster at forty the 1·ate at the middle of the island and averages
miles per hour.
twice as much as it does at Port Jefferson for inIn contJ:!l,st to this giant is the little two-seated stance.
Santax wffich sells for about $285, the former
"During many single months," the author says,
selling for about $13,500. This midget is seven "the wind movement at Montauk averages 13,000
feet long, has a single cylinder three-and-a-half miles (about 6, at Port Jefferson), and hourly
horse-power engine, three speeds and is capable of velocities of 60, 70, 75 and 80 miles are not undoing thirty-five miles per hour with a consump- co:gimon, while the wind has been known to blow
tion of sixty miles to the gallon.
as much as 84 and 86 miles an hour during severe storms." He describes the finding of the
kettle-holes ( cavities left after glacial recesMETALS FOUND IN MARINE ANIMALS
Marine animals are made partly of metal. Ex- sions) occupied by trees, but clipped off at the
amtnation by Miss H. W. Severy of Stanford Uni- down's level by the wind action . On the 1/;eversity of sixteen denizens of the sea from ward side of the forest known as Hither Woods
shrimps to whales has demonstrated that all con- Mr. Tayl9r notes also a gradual encroachment of
tain zinc and most of them copper. For several young forest onto the downs, and by several inyears it has been known that copper is present in genious methods has estimated that the rate of·
oysters and sometimes it occurs to such an ex- this encroachment is about 400 feet in two years.
The work is nch in illustrations taken from lotent that it colors them green and may even give
them a metallic taste. Miss Severy showed that cal historical records and is a very valuable adcopper was also present in sea anemones, sea urch- dition to our knowledge of Long Island, f.rom an
ins, shrimps, crabs, salmon and sea lions, but was historical as well as an. ecological point of view.
absent 'in clams and whales. The average amount Part 2, "Floral of Montauk," which is now pubof copper found in these animals was about five lished together with Part 1 contains a list of the
par"s in ten million, while the zinc content ul:rnt<> ...t Mnntauk.

EXCAVATION_ ON SEA OF GALILEE
Part of an ancient wall and columns belonging
to the ancient city of Biberias on the Sea of Galilee have been recently recovered. As soon as
the ruins were discovered expert archeologists ·
were summon~d and the excavations will be carried out under scientific control. It was near this
city that Jesus preached his Sermon on the
Mount, and Mary Magdalene is believed to have
come from a near-by town.
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AM juet the average man-twenty-eigh t years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old youngster.
I left school when I waa fourteen. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did:
I can see my fathet now, 1tanding before me,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling. With tears in his eyea he told me
how he had been a failute all his life because of
Jack of education-that the untrained man is always
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
,uccesaful man than he was.
But no! My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was going
to take it.
That nine dollara looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
was being paid only for the work of my handa. My
brain didn't count.

I

HEN one day, glancing -through a magazine, I
came across the story of a man just like myself.
He, too, had left school when he was fourteen years
of age, and had worked for yeara at a small salary.
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
~t out of the rut by training himself to become
expert In some line of work.
So he got in touch with the International Corre1pondence Schools at Scranton and started to. study
- in his spare time at home. It was the turn m the
. road for him-the beginning of his success.
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
1reat institutions who are earning $25,000 and
$50 000 a year. Those stories frighten me. I don't
thl~k I could ever earn that much. But this story
told of a man who, through spare time study, lifted
himself from $25 to $75 a week. It made -an impression on me because it talked in terms I could
understand. It seemed reasonable to suppose that
I could do as well.
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
and send in that familiar coupon. Information
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
return mail. I found it wasn't tQO late to mali:e up
the education I had denied myself as a boy.
I was surprised to find, out how fascinating a
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to sp~re. I. felt mr~elf
srowing. I 'knew there was a .bigger Job waiting
lor me eomewhere.
Four monthe after I enrolled my employer came
.. me and told me that he ahyays gave preference
• men whc;i 1tudled their j~and that m1 next

! /~,·-·

aalary envelope would show how much he thought
of the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300% greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase has
meant a better home and all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am juat an
averaae man. I had no more education to .begin
with than .YOU have-perhaps n?t. as muc~. The
only difference is a matter of trammg.
O every man who is earning Jess than $75 a
week, I say simply this i-Find out what th,
I. C. S. can do for you/
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
and mail the coupon. But that one aimple act may
change your whole life.
If I hadn't taken that first step four yean ago
I wouldn't be writing this me11age to you today!
No, aod I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $7S
a vyeek. eit.h er I
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Box 4495-B, Scranton. P1nnL
Without co,t or obll&'atlon. please tell me bow I can Qua11t1 rot
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l t r~~l~~t Reading
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Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Chemistry D Pharmacy
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Mathematica
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Addreu .. ................................... "...................................... ..............._
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Radio
Course

FREE

An up-to·the-minu te
Home Study Coursethe latest wireless developments-give n free
to all who enroll for
my great Electrical
Course NOW.. Two
courses for the price of
one. Mall coupon for
full particulars.

''Ele ctric al Experts''
YOU R Earn $12 to $30 a Day
Be an Electri
What's

Future ?

Today·you are earning
$20 to $30 a week. In
the same six days as an
Electrical Expert, you
can make from $70 to
$200. and make It easier
-not work half so hard.
Then why remain in
the"small pay"gameln a line of work that
offers-No Big Promotion-No Big IncomeNo Big Future?
Fit yourself for a Big
Job.

Your
Success
Is Guar..
anteed

So sure am

I that you

can learn electricity-

!IOWreamlafter study•
Ing with me, you too
aet in the '"bi,r money"
class In electncal work,
that I will guarantee
under Bond to return
eve~sln~le penny paid
if
h
tu ti.finlon sh•-~
meu have
meny
YO
""
Course
you
are
not
sat•
•fied it was the best
nveatment you ever

l

cal Expert

Today even the ordinary electrician-th e "screw-driver" kind-is making money
-big money. But it's the trained man-the man who knows the whys and

wherefores of Electricicy-the •'Electrical Expert"-who Is picked out to
ordinary
electricians-to boss the big jobs-the Jobs that pay $3 , 500 to $10,000 a "boss"
Year.. Get in
line for one of these "Big Jobs'• by enrollin_g now for my easil:r:-learned, quickly-grasped,
rightup-to-the-minute Spare Time Home Study Course1n Practical Electricity.

Age or Lack of Experie nce No Drawba ck

You don't have to be a College Man; you don't have to be a Hiah School Graduate.
Coune
in Electricity Is the moat simple, thorough and successful in existence, and often My
every _.
man, regardless of age, education or P,revious experience, the chance to become, in
a ~Y
very short time, an '"Electrical Expert, ' able to make from $70 to $200 a week.
.,

I Give You a Real Trainin g

.,

As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, I know exactly the kind of ,
training a man needs to enable him to aet and hold good_positlons.
to earn ~
L L
big pay. I not only know but I give you that training-I will trainand
you as
• •
have trained thousands o/ other men who, today, are holding splendid elec• I ~-,
Cooc~~•,
trical positions, or are in business for themselves as Electrical Contractors. ~~
En'"'-""'
ELECl'RICAL With me J'OU do PRACTICAL work- ~
,....eer

FREE Working Outfit

HOME. You 1tart,-l11ht In after the -~
Chicago
flrat few 10110119 to WORK AT ~~
£nglneer1D g
YOUR PROFESSION In a pr• ctlcal way. For thla 10a need apparta•, and ~
Woa'ks
I ir!ve ft to you ABSOLUTELY FREE. For a llmited_period, besld .. mak• ,..
Ina-a • la• bl'tf. cut In the co• tof m tuition. I wlll GIVE each new • tad• ~
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But You Must Act Today , aid I~~ 1i-:.:~fud°';."
Thia olfcrla peeltlvely limited. and may ebortl:,be withdrawn. , . fully prepaid, witboat obliptlon ~~~
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Fill In and aend me the coup0n, or drop me a poet-card,
slTina me yoo.r full name and addrel!IB and recelYe full
partlcolara 9f thia irreat offer. Bat doll NOW-TODAY ;
-before It 1s too late.
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WILD WEST WEEKLY
-LATEST ISSUES - -

1000 Young Wild • West OutwliUng tbe Outl.aws; or,
Dandy Dick' s Defiance.
!070 " Pursuing the Pawnees: or, Arletta ·and the Red·
. skin Princess.
·
1071 " and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang of
the Guieb.
1072 " and the Border Crooks; or, Arietta and the
Smuggler Queen.
1073 " Flgbtlne: the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of Cattle.
107'5 " and the Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the Settlement.
107& " Staking a T enderfoot; or, Arletta and the Griz•
zly Bear.
1077 " Roping the ''Ghost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Indi an Outbrea k.
1078 " Capturing a Claim: or, Arietta and the Gold
Pocket.
1079 " and the De11dwood De11dshot; or, The Man Wbo
W11s Hard t o Beat.
1080 " RPscnine: a Ranchman: · or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowboys.
1081 " BPtra yed by a Greaser; or, Sealed In an Aztec
Tomb.
1082 " Fight at th!' Forks; or, Arietta and the Lost
Emigrant Train.
1083 " antl the Desperado; or, The Masked Men of the
Mountain.
.
1084. " W est«m Welcome.; or, Arlette's Birthday Gift.
1085 " R~pid-Flre Fight: 01'. Holdlnl? a Cave of Gold.
1086 '' at a Cowboy "Shlndlg"-;-o r , Arletta Calling a
Blulf.
,
1087 " mid Renor Santo: or. The Brigands of the
Border.
1088 " Calling the Cavalry; or, Arlette's Thrilling Ride.
1089 " RPndy Rifle; or, The Bullet That Found a
Mark.
1090 " Road Agent Round-Up; or, Arietta Carry!ng
the Mall.
1001 " and the Red Ranchero; or, The Plot to Burn
a l!!ettlement.
10112 " On a Puzzllng Tran; or, Anetta's Nugiret Clue.
1003 " Fight In the Sagebrush; or, The Richest Spot
In Nevada.
1004 " and Little Moccasin: or, Arletta's P<1wne\l Peril.
1095 " Stoppln,g a "Shoot-Up"; or, The Grudge That
Neper Was P aid.
1006 " On the Frontier; or, Arietta and the Me:xlcan
Outlaws.
10!)7 " and "Three-Fingered Tom"; or, The Toughest
Man In Camp.
J098
Richest Panout; or, A'rletta an!! the Hidden
Cave.
1099 " and the Ropers; or, A Finish lflght On the
Range.
'
'
1100 " Trailing the E:xptess Thieves; or, A r I ett as
Golden Reward.
1101 " Trimming the Toughs; or, Making Music for
n Da:Qce.
1102 " Bandit Shake-Up; or, Arietta's Daring Decep•
tlon.
1103 " R~d Hot Fight; or, The Hidalgo's Hidden
Haunt.
1104 " Lariat Swing; or, Arletta and The Brol<en
Bridge.
1105 " and the Red Skin Road Agents; or, Trouble
A't the Double Si:x Ranch.
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HOW TO

SCENARIOS WRITE THEM
Price 815 Cents Per Copy '
This book contains all the most recent changes ln
the method of construction and submission of see•
narios Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of see•
narlo writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores. lf you cannot procure a copy, send us the
price, 35 cents, in money or postage stamps, and we
wUI mall you one, postage free. Address
J.. SENA.RENS, 219 Seventh A.Te,, New York, N. Y

OUR TEN - CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

'/
No. 156.

HOW TO BEOl\S AN ENGINEER. -

Con•

talnlng full instructions how to become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for building a model locomotive ; together with a full description of everything an
engineer shou ld know.
.•
No. 68. HOW TO BE A. DETECTIVE. - By Old King
Brady, the well-known detectlv~. In which he lay s down
some valuable rules fo·r beginners, and also relates some
adventures of well-known detectives.
No. 60.

HOW TO BECOME A. PHOTOGRAPHER. -

No. 71.

HOW TO DO l\IECHA.NI~L TRICKS.-Con-

No. 72,

HOW TO DO SIXTY T;R,ICKS WITH CARDS

No. 14.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY

No. 70.

HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND

Containing useful Information regarding the Cnmera and
how to work it; also how to make Photographic Magic
Lantern Sl!des and other Transparencies. Handsomely
1llu strated.
No. 64. HOW TO MA.KE ELECTRICAL J\CACHINES
- Containing full directions for making electrical ma:
chines, indnctlon coils, dynamos ancl many novel toys
to be worked by electricity. By B. A'. R. Bennett. Fully
mustra ted.
No. 63. l\lOLDOON'S JOKES.-The most or:ginaJ joke
book ever published, noel it Is brimful of wit and humor
It contains a 11\rge collection of songs, jokes; con un'.
drums, etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist nnd prartlcal jo)<er of the clay.
No. 66. HOW '.1'0 DO PUZZLES. - Containin~ over
three hundred Interesting puzzles and conuudrumf with
key to same. A complete book. Fully 1llustrated.'
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containln g a large collection of instructive and highly nmu slng electrical tricks, together with mustratlon s. By A.
Anderson.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEl\llCAL TRICKS.-Couta!ning over one hundred highly amusing a nd Instructive
tricks. with chemicals. By A. Anderson. Handsomely
Ulustrated.
No, 69, HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HANJ1'. _ Containing over fifty of the latest and best tricks used by
magicians. Also containing the •secret of second sight.
Fully 1llustrated.
· No. 70. HOW TO MA.KE MAGIC TOYS. - Contain1ng
directions for making Magic Toys and dev!ce.,s of many
kinds. Fully mustrated.
t.ain!ng complete tustructlons for performin g over sixty
Mechanical Tricks. Fully Illustrated.
·

-Embracing all of thll latest and most decep tive card
tricks, with 11lustrations.
•
- Containing full Instructions for writing letters on al:
most any subject; also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.

ot ,

- Containing rules for telling fortun es by the aid
lines of the hand, or the secret of palmistry. Also the
secret .of telling future events by aid of moles, marks
scars, etc. Illustrated.
'
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS W_µ'H CARDS

~

- Containing deceptive Card Tricks as .performed by
leading conjurers and magicians. Arranged for home
amusement. Fully ill.ustrated.
No. 80. GUS WILLl4-l\IS' JOKE BOOK: - Containing
the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this
world-renowned German comedian. Sixty-four pages.
hand some ,colored cover, containing a h a lf -tone photo
of the author.
. ·
No. 82, HOW TO DO PALMISTRY, - Containing the
moat approved methods of. rending the lines on the hand,
together with a full explanation of their meaniqg. Also
explaining phrenology, and the key to telling character
by the bumps on the head. By Leo Hugo Koch, ~ c. s.
Fully !llustrated.
No. 88. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE. - Containing valuable• and Instructive Information regarding the science
of hypnotism. Also e:xpjatning the most approved meth1>ds which are employed by the lea ding hypnotists ot
the
By Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S.
\•
For so.le by all newsdealers, or will be sent to 11117
addreas on .receipt of price, 100. Per copy,
• In money or stamps, by

,wQJ-4,

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street,
New York 'Cit7.
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